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CHAPTER 1
OVERVIEW OF STUDY

Background
Rev.

Vaughn Baker foimded

1987. On launch

in

Arlington,

years. I

was

Sunday,

Texas. For

hundred

one

a

Saint Andrew's United Methodist Church in October

people gathered

variety of reasons,

appointed as pastor in June

at

the church did not grow

grown firom

770, while the membership has grown from ninety-five

moved from

being

an

being the

little Methodist church

influential part of the

The church staff has
the church's

paid

musicians,

a

five

one

members, and twelve part-time

full-time pastor,
a

or

ministries

the church is also the

unit

was

to

a

decade. In 1990

part-time secretary. By the

full-time and- two

youth director,
nine Mother's

a

part-time
part-time

Day

Out staff

nursery workers. This is in addition to the hundreds of

volunteering

meeting seven days

in the

a

numerous

being

on

ministries of Saint Andrew's.

Simday only to having church

week. In addition to the church's ministries,

meeting place for numerous scouting and community groups.

Dozens of community and church groups

During the

one

full-time

The church's programs have grown from
programs

Fitzgerald Elementary School

in

part-time program staff members,

of their time

average of sixty

1,275. The church has

to

staff consisted of one full-time pastor and

building associate,

the next 2 1/2

community.

full-time business administrator,

people who give

meeting

an

experienced significant growth during the

end of 1999, the staff includes

over

School

Since that time Saint Andrew's has

1990.

experienced significant growth. Worship attendance has
to

Fitzgerald Elementary

1990s the church

completed in November

use

the church's faciUties

during the week.

completed a variety of building projects.

1992. This space included

a

multipurpose

The first
space used
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for

worship

and

large events,

a

kitchen, restrooms, office space, and classrooms. As the

church continued to grow, it leased

the

worship

space

space twice. In the

or

spring

purchased
of 1999,

from

conducted

$52,324
one

in 1990 to

major capital

over

fimds

indebtedness has grown from

payment for 200 1 is $ 1 3 1 ,000
While the
the

expansion

expansion lags

needs

more

resources

to

Saint Andrew's is
The church must try to
serve

the

zero

campaign and four

out of a

building and gathering

community.

ministries to

use

significantly.

more

Total annual

During the decade,
smaller

of building, staff, ministries, and

ones.

giving

the church

The church's

giving has

been

significant,

growing congregation. Presently the

programs, and

adequately address

more

all three

building

church

space but does not have

areas.

experiencing one of the struggles of a rapidly growing church.

never

has

on

space,

quality programs,

limited financial

enough money to do
numerous

The church faces continual

should make in order to support the current

to

expanded

budget of $600,000.

church is in continual crisis and has to make

the

and

in 1990 to 1.3 million in 1999. The total mortgage

growing congregation

resources.

1999.

provide adequate physical

exists because the church

focus its

education

increased

$550,000 in

behind the needs of the

staff members,

the financial

staff to

an

portable buildings

added.

were

During this period of growth, giving
rose

four

resources.

all three

and

This

a

church

balancing act

simultaneously.

The

value judgments about where to

questions concerning the

membership and continue to

next move it

reach out into

if it cannot afford staff or

Does it add

more

the

Does the church instead pour money into staff and ministries

develop people,

space?

even

building

if it does not have

space,

enough

even

space to house them? Does it try to do
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a

little in each area? How this issue is resolved

church will continue to grow,

plateau,

or

plays a key role

early

Church faced

Jerusalem created

for the

care

new

was an

continued

act of

Project:

Acts 6:1-7

rapid expansion of the early

of and within the church. The

share the

gospel

community of believers.

emerges in Acts 6 with the
response

crisis. The

problems outside

attempting to simultaneously
and

a

determining if the

decline.

The Biblical Basis for the

The

in

leadership

message with the Jerusalem

One of the

struggles

leadership that used resources
for those

in

a manner

already within the

The twelve's response arises from Acts 1 :8. In this

responsibility upon them to

share the

gospel

not

the earth. "But you will receive power when the

was

community

within the Church

complaint of the widows feeling neglected.

growth while caring

Church in

The twelve's

that allowed for

Church.
verse

Jesus casts the

only in Jerusalem but
Holy Spirit has

come

also to the ends of
upon you; and you

will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, in all Judea and Samaria and to the ends of the earth."
The twelve

recognize they

foresaw. Their response is

cannot

a

provide pastoral

freeing the twelve to focus

principal
with the

as

on

expansion Jesus

on

complete the task of caring for the widows,

the advancement of the

gospel.

This may have been

a

for Luke's inclusion of this passage since he ends this section of 6:1-7

repetition of the phrase

twelve is
that

reason

and continue the

division of resources.

Their solution is to set aside others to
thus

care

"the word of God continued to

the Great Commission

their focus while

needs met, but also the

given by Jesus.

spread." The focus of the

This solution allows them to retain

seeing that the needs of the community

are

met. Not

only are the

Holy Spirit works in an unexpected maimer through their
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empowerment of others

to serve the tables.

Their solution introduced

disciples,

the Hellenists,

as

the

Stephen and Philip

ones

who

unfolds in Acts is how these Hellenists
Jerusalem. The twelve

Spirit had

an even

transition of the

are

and part of the

set aside to

play a major role

thought they were setting these

care

in

community of

for the widows. What Luke

advancing the gospel beyond

aside for

one

task, but the Holy

greater task in mind. Thus, this passage provides the beginning of a

gospel going

from Jerusalem to Samaria and Judea and

ultimately to

the

ends of the earth.
The passage also
a

problem.

another in

The

atmosphere
This

community not only holds goods

common.

that

manner

was a

gives insight into how this

pleases.

The issue is
The entire

of trust. The

major step

brought to the

community has

leadership

forward in

acted

as

in

new

community

common

of believers handles

but also holds

forefront and resolved in
an

a

a

love for

timely

opportunity to participate

in

an

change agents who equipped others to

allowing others to participate

one

serve.

in the commission of

Christ.
The

use

leadership acting under the guidance of the Holy Spirit discovered a way to

limited human

but also

one

resources

resources.

Stewardship of resources is not only an issue

of time, talent, and space. The twelve's

allowed for the continued advancement of the
The Problem

Every church
has

ability to

provided.

reaching out

into the

community.

work with all available

gospel.

Analyzed

is faced with the issue of being

Churches often feel

of finances

a

good

steward of the

resources

God

pulled between caring for their membership and
The

question then emerges:

How do churches to make
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purposeful

choices

stewards of what God has

as

Every church

is

a

unique living body

Christ. Because of each church's
will work in every church
church

When

stewardship.
a

church

can

Mathison

9),

upon is that

Literature

carry
a

specific

very

standards
or

significant variance

not

in the

name

of Jesus

statements about what

of broad-sweeping statements in

are

set, for

example

in the

the percentage of budget for

area

regards

to

of how much debt

staffing (Berkley 135;

of opinion abounds. What the literature does agree

appropriate staffing, building,

was

gathered

difficult; consequently, the literature regarding

comprised

(Berkley 133)

of believers

unique creation, making specific

setting is

tends to be

stewardship

given?

and ministries

found, however, that placed

a

are

vital to church health.

priority on the process

of balancing the

three.
A

major component of church growth is the concept of church health.

health is based not

on

vision for the church

the size

(Easum

and

commonly held vision gives the
vision, the congregation
In the literature

in vision will make

on

and ministries

but little

guidance

is

priorities

about

a

broad

Out of this

assumption is held that a church united

prioritizing

its work.

Appropriate staffing,

important characteristics

describe these. Therefore,

rapidly growing

congregation.

The

for its work.

assumed to be

given to

commonly-held, divinely-inspired

church direction and unites the

church health,

are

on a

Bandy; Watkins; Warren; Hunter; Schwarz).

good decisions

building,

is studies of how

sets

location but

or

Church

churches have

a

of healthy churches

missing piece in the literature

successfully balanced spending

on

facilities, ministries, and staffing. Can broad-based principles be discovered and used to

help churches

in

a

multitude of settings?
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The

The purpose of this
churches
This

or

(UMC) leverage

study did not

not

a

decisions about

study was

financial

intend to

church grows, but

Purpose
to

of this

assess

how

resources to

in chxirch

rapidly growing United

maintain

imply that other factors

implicit

Study

are

or

Methodist

increase rates of growth,

not vital in

determining

whether

growth was the thought that financial

facilities, staffmg, and ministries allow or impede growth. This study

acknowledged the

use

congregation and thus
maintain continued

of financial
a

resources as an

vital component

growth.

indication of priority within

influencing

a

How churches choose to

church's

use

ability to

their financial

a

grow and

resources

determines much of their future.
Statement of Research

The

following research questions will

Questions

be used to

guide this study.

Research Question 1
How have

rapidly growing churches balanced financial

allocations in the

areas

of

ministries, staff, and facilities within a ten-year period?
Research

2

Question

How do these

rapidly growing churches compare to the churches

of the Central

Texas Conference in terms of leveraging financial resources?
Research

Question

3

What process have
Research

Question

they used

to make financial decisions to aid

growth?

4

What other factors such

decision-making process?

as

style

of ministry

or

cultural circumstances affected the

Diehm 7

Definition of Terms

The

study,
for

a

phrase "rapidly growing"

it meant

a

church that had

can mean a

experienced

an

variety

of things. For the basis of this

average annual

growth

rate of 7

decade. This average rate of growth meant the church had doubled in size

the decade. Growth

was

measured

membership, worship attendance,

by combining the total reported figures

and

Sunday

percent

during

in the

areas

of

school attendance from the journals of the

Central Texas Conference.

When "facilities" is used, it referred to the
house their
the

worship

congregations.

physical

structures that churches use to"

and ministries. The facilities included structures owned and leased

"Staff includes all

"ministries" referred to the programs,
church to meet the needs of its

paid employees

by

of the churches. The term

classes, activities,

or

studies conducted

by the

community or membership.
Methodology

The

project was

a

multi-case

study of five

United Methodist churches in the

Central Texas Conference of the United Methodist Church. The five churches
that have

experienced rapid growth between

1990 and 1999. It

began with

were ones

a

demographic study of the subject churches using the journals

of the Central Texas

Conference. This statistical

of data:

study

examined

seven

categories

worship attendance, Sunday school attendance, expenditures of funds

membership,
in the

areas

of staff,

ministries, facilities, and total annual expenditures. The data were initially subjected to
test for normal distribution to set a baseline. Once the baseline was

analysis of variance
people

and the four

was run

areas

established,

to look for deviations among the three areas

that

measure

finances. The

analysis

that

a

an

measure

included the annual rate of
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growth

in each

area

with

special

attention

given

to abnormal increases

or

decreases in

each category.

The

study also

included on-site visits of each of the five selected churches. The

on-site visits included semi-structured interviews and

After

completing the

were common

five individual

case

an

examination of church records.

studies, I looked for principles

or

actions that

among the churches.

Subjects
The

subjects

of this

study were five United Methodist churches

Texas Conference that have sustained

an

average annual

decade from 1990 to 1999. The average annual
Central Texas Conference

were

the

studied. The five churches studied
on

the

edge

of Waco;

Campus

principal
were:

a

rapidly growing

Bosqueville

Chapel

a

a

United Methodist Church,
a

United Methodist Church,

on

the

parameters but

Saint Andrew's met the parameters but

friendships

a

be

church

edge

suburban church that

a

historic old

members; First

of Fort Worth; and.

began the

decade

thousand members.

not included. Hutto met the

am a

to

predominately African-

Two other churches in the conference met the parameters of the

I

in the

determining the churches

small town church

First United Methodist Church of Mansfield,
over one

membership

small suburb that started the decade with 450

United Methodist Church of Aledo,

with

and

Drive United Methodist Church,

American church in Fort Worth; White's
church in

factors in

of 7 percent for the

growth rate

growth rate

in the Central

was

was

not included due to the

not included since 1

am

study but were

pastor's health.

the pastor.

fiiend with several of the pastors of the churches to be studied. Our

have been influenced

by our common experiences

as

pastors in

rapidly
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growing

churches.
Variables

The variables. that

addressed in this

were

related to the selected churches. 1

explored the leadership styles

chosen. I examined how the churches'

budgeting
church's

processes. The cultural

unique

location made

the life of each church

their

resources.

Did

and influential in
that

emerged

during the

specific

setting

of ministry had

was

an

following

issues

that each church has

impact on the

churches'

another variable. I examined how each
I looked for

financially.

significant events

in

decade that may have influenced how the churches used

events

directing the

styles

difference

a

include the

project

happen within the congregations that were

church's future? A final variable

was

the

unusual

growth pattern

in the decade for each church. 1 looked for patterns in how each church

grew.

Each of these variables had the

allocations. These variables
churches'
the

spending

were

may have

potential

examined
in

played

to influence the church's financial

during the

case

studies to

see

what role the

precipitating the growth or helping to maintain

growth.
Data Collection
Data collection

was

conducted

on

several levels. The first level

was

quantitative

and used the journals of the Central Texas Conference. The initial statistical data of all
the churches and the conference
information for the six selected

began with a statistical

were

collected. These journals contain the statistical

categories

for each church in the conference. The

test of normal distribution of the

conference journals. This

was

followed

by an analysis

demographic

study

data in the

of variance to discover

significant
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deviations from the

norm.

The second level

third level
was a

was

was

qualitative and was

churches' official records
and

the churches

on

the

study

of official church records. The

collected in the semi-structured interviews. The result

The on-site visits included historical research of the

triangulation of data.

minutes,

historical, built

including long-range plans,

church/charge

administrative board/council

conference records. This examination

investigated

whether

planned for growth.

The third level

was

qualitative

and

was

collected in the semi-structured

interviews. This included semi-structured interviews conducted with senior pastors who
had the

longest tenure serving the

key long-term

staff members, and

selected churches

lay leadership.

included elected leaders and those who lead not

laity in the

churches. A

interview did include

general

during the parameter of the study,

The

lay leadership interviewed

by position but by

semi-structured interview

specific questions

was

related to the annual

influence identified

by

developed, but each

growth rate

in the six

categories.
The result of these three levels of data

gathering was

a

triangulation

of

information.

Importance
Five

rapidly growing churches

contributed to their

growth.

If only

were

one

selected to

church

was

see

if common financial

studied, it could be dismissed

anomaly. By choosing multiple churches that just happened to vary in size,
constituents, I hoped

to discover financial

practices
as an

age, and

principles that can help other churches budget
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for

growth.
The

principles

churches chosen for
This

area

has

discovered have limitations to their
is within

study

one

hundred miles of the Dallas-Fort Worth

experienced significant growth during the

play a significant role
my convenience

in these churches'

during the

case

small rural church category,

no

Each of the

application.

growth.

study phase

decade of the 1 990s, which may

These churches

of this

area.

were

chosen in part for

other than in the

project; however,

other churches in the Central Texas Conference met the

parameters of this study.
The Dallas-Fort Worth

area

may also have

a

culture of receptivity to the message

of United Methodist churches that is not present in other
way for churches in this

growth

to grow in

an

exceptional

This culture may pave the

manner.

The average rate of

for the churches of the Central Texas Conference for the decade

of 1 percent. The
time frame
rate

area

areas.

was

general population growth for North

29 percent

(Texas

State Data

was

three-fourths

Central Texas within the

same

The selected churches grew at

Center).

significantly higher than the other churches of the

a

Central Texas Conference and the

general population of North Texas population.
These churches may have been blessed
them to take

one

advantage

of the

by outstanding leadership that

growth and climate

of the Dallas-Fort Worth

hundred other United Methodist churches in this

same

same area

cultural climate but have not met the parameters of this

have

allowed

area.

Over

participated

in the

study.

Overview

Chapter 2
also examines

seeks to

precedents

ground this study biblically and theologically.
in literature to

provide

a

framework for this

The

study.

chapter

The
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literature examined deals

the current

thoughts

areas

touched

on

by this study and reflect

these issues.

study, methodology, instrumentation,

3

provides the

details of the actual

Chapter 4

includes the

study of the selected churches. This

Chapter
and

on

specifically with the

guidelines.
will include

a

summary of information and data collected at each site.

Chapter
of the

findings.

5 is

a

summary of the

findings of the study and discusses

the

implications
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CHAPTER 2
BIBLICAL PRECEDENTS

Scripture provides
are

throughout the

evident
the

study,

a

wide

variety of examples

will not be

explored.

The focus of this

specifically the leadership provided by the twelve

Luke 1:1-4

examples

Old and New Testaments. However, for the purpose of this

majority of these examples

examine Acts,

of leadership. Numerous

serves as a

prologue for both the gospel

study will

in Acts 6.

of Luke and Acts.

orderly account of the events
they were handed on to us by
those who from the beginning were eyewitnesses and servants of the word,
1 too decided, after investigating everything carefully from the very first,
to write an orderly account for you, most excellent Theophilus, so that you
may know the truth concerning the things about which you have been
Since many have undertaken to set down
that have been fiilfilled among us, just as

an

instructed.
"The

prime

purpose of the twofold
about the

trustworthy information
With

Christianity's

defending

understand. "He is not

gospel,

and in Acts he
covers

the

moves

Luke

of Christianity"

happened,

with accurate

explaining so Theophilus

"

signify [original emphasis] (Witherington 69).

moves

the story from Galilee

from Jerusalem to Rome

geographical

he is

supply

(Bruce, Commentary 22).

sought to provide Theolphilus

what has

to

hoping to prove that something happened, but rather to

communicate what these events
In the

beginnings

emergence Luke

information. Luke is not
can

work, according to the prologue, is

area

it also

covers

is that Luke believes that Jesus is the

one

through

Samaria to Jerusalem

(Witherington 69).

all social

areas.

savior for all

The

gospel not only

"What lies behind this

peoples

and this is

why he

agenda
must be

proclaimed to all peoples" (70). Throughout both books Luke underscores the
importance

of Jesus

matter where

a

being proclaimed to people, regardless of status

person is

geographically

or

socially,

or

position.

No

the person is not excluded from the
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gospel.
Acts 1 : 1 lets the reader know this is

gospel

of Luke, which

was

wrote about all that Jesus

gospel

composed

did and

for

a

continuation of an earlier account, the

Theophilus.

from the

taught

"In the first

beginning".

book, Theophilus, I

The author

bridges the

and Acts with Jesus and his final words before ascension. Bruce comments

how Luke

uses

the two volumes to

happened since his life,

proclaim

the story of who Jesus

was

on

and what has

death and resurrection.

His first volume is in

essence a

record of the

apostolic

witness to Jesus'

ministry of word, deed, suffering, and triumph. His second volume takes
up the tale after the resurrection of Jesus and carries it on for some thirty
years; he traces the progress of Christianity from Judaea to

ends with the chief herald of the

empire

with the fiill

gospel proclaiming
acquiescence of the imperial officials. (Bruce 20)

Luke's work is that of early church historian but also
builds defense

against pagans, Judaism,

account of how the

the story of the

early

Rome, and

it at the heart of the

and Roman law

as a

Christian

(Bruce 22).

apologist.

He

His story tells the

Church dealt with attacks from each of these. Luke's version of

early Church thus plays

an

important role

in the New Testament

providing a glimpse of the emerging Church and the struggles

by

it faced.

The Structure of Acts

Jesus' words in Acts 1 :8

are

used

by

Acts. "But you will receive power when the

Luke to

Holy Spirit has

be my witnesses in Jerusalem, in all Judea and

an

outline for the book of

come

upon you; and you will

Samaria,

and to the ends of the earth."

Witherington understands the five key junctions

in Acts that show the book's

progression.

These junctions

points

a new

They

provide

opens

are

1:1-6:7

are

6:7, 9:31, 12:24, 16:5, and 19:20. Each of these pivotal

section of Acts.

concerning the

Witherington details

church in

six subsections for the book.

Jerusalem, 6:8-9:31 opening to Judea and
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Samaria, 9:32-12:24 offering the gospel
with

emphasis

in Rome

on

the Gentile

whole verse,

general

mission, 16:6-19:20

statement in 1

forms

Conmientarv 103). Bruce offers

chapters

chapters
gospel

on

to

on

to Asia

Europe, and 19:21-28:31 arriving

1-7 focus

10-28

on

move on

message

through the

:8, Luke shapes

an

outline of the book. "The

including the promise of the Spirit, the gift of power,

geographical instructions,

that

Gentiles, 12:25-16:5 moving

(74).

Thus with this

the

to the

moves

a

summary of the narrative of Acts"

a

simpler yet

(103).

(Bruce,

similar outline of Witherington. He

Jerusalem, chapters 8-9

to Rome

the call to witness, and

on

From that

sees

Judea, Samaria, and Damascus, and

point,

the story unfolds to tell how the

from Jerusalem to Judea and Samaria and to the ends of the earth

lives of individuals

empowered by the Holy Spirit.

The "succession" in which Luke is interested is not that of ecclesiastical

authority

or

of orthodox tradition but of apostolic

testimony to Christ,

first

in Jerusalem to the Jewish leaders and then from Jerusalem to the Gentile

world and
While Bruce and

common

ultimately to

Rome

(103)

Witherington offer differing outlines to Acts, they offer a

understanding of story

that is

being told.

Both focus

on

movement outward from Jerusalem to the rest of the world. This

the

importance

common

of the

understanding

overshadows the differences in how the book is outlined.
The Place of Acts 6:1-7 in Acts

Luke
the

quickly

Holy Spirit.

In

moves

the story to the

chapter two

the

Spirit comes,

transformed. This small group could

humanity.
the

Their

fiilfiUing of Jesus' promise

not

and the

imagine

disciples

how it would

are

of the

coming of

radically

change the history of

ministry experienced tremendous growth through the empowerment of

Holy Spirit but ran into immediate difficulties.

The tremendous

success

in Jerusalem
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quickly led to
One

followers
to

stamp

attempts

two

types of problems.

problem

brings

from the outside. The sudden

comes

Beginning

made to eliminate

scatters the Christians and

the

problem

question of how to

with God

community of faith.

is used

pushes

Stephen's

God to

by

their witness

care

death in

chapter

for the

new

bring

about

community

Church while at the

only must the

through Jesus Christ,

seven,

This

good,

a

of

variety

persecution,

for this

persecution

beyond Jerusalem.

arises from within the

out the Great Commission. Not

relationship

with

Christianity through persecution.

growing from the Stephen event,

A second

of Jesus'

them to the attention of the Jewish leaders. Their response is to attempt

out this group.

are

multiplication

of faith. The issue involves

same

time

continuing to

Church invite all of Jerusalem into

it must also

The passage opens with, "Now

care

carry

a

for those who enter this

during those days."

This

new

phrase

places the story during the days when the gospel had not yet expanded beyond Jerusalem.
This passage

comes

towards the end of the section

the foundation for the mission to

move

to

on

the mission to Jerusalem and

lays

Samaria and Judea and to the ends of the earth.

The Structure of Acts 6:1-7

The structure of 6:1-7 is built around

implemented.

This form of interrogation

solution. Two of the

causes

of the

verse

two the twelve

responsibility for the

as a

problem with a solution offered and

problem is

problem are

increase in the number of disciples. The
where the Hellenists

a

stated and followed

identified in

verse one.

outgrowth of this increase

complained against the Hebrews
put forth and rejected

one

The first is the

created

a

situation

about the food distribution. In

possible

distribution of food. This is

by a

solution: that

rejected since

they take

it would interfere with
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their

task

Their viable solution to set apart

ability to spread the gospel.
in

comes

verse

carried out in the
verse seven

the

three. This solution is

setting apart from the

seven

beginning

complete
are

this task in Acts 6:5b-6. In

revealed.

verses

one, two, and

in Acts 6:1 this term is used for Christians who

Christ. This includes individuals who did not

of their commitment to

following Christ.

The

seven.

are

personally know or

disciples have a spiritual fellowship with those that preceded and

connection to Jesus

in Acts 6:5a and is

Disciples

The Greek word mathetes is used in
that

to

consequences of this decision

positive

The Twelve and the

immediately accepted

use

see

never

from the

choosing them to

This is the

(Rengstorf 325-328).

disciples

sense

constant

uses

the "twelve" to

"disciples"

of their

of the twelve for other

disciples

is

twelve. In the
Their

be part of the inner circle of disciples

distinguish the

authority to

in Acts.

irmer circle of Jesus' twelve

who have become part of the

being rulers.

as

disciples chosen by Jesus.

only time Luke uses this phrase

known Jesus. The passage bestows

without any

Jesus. These

(457-459).

from Jesus

Thus Luke

of Jesus

followed them because

Holy Spirit became the

of this word, it refers to the circle of twelve

origin comes

Rengstorf writes

disciples

The Greek word dodeka is used in 6:2. The word is translated
classic

others for this

seven

community but may have

the twelve within the

In the context of this passage, the

important due to

community

distinguishing

their central role in the solution.

The Solution

The

twelve

accepted solution becomes pivotal within the Christian community.

recognize the

church has grown

beyond their ability to handle

The

every situation.
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This

was no

rapid growth

longer

a

small group of believers. Acts

of the church: "So those who welcomed his message

day about three thousand were
their nimiber those who
the word believed; and
crisis of Acts 6 arises,

of responsibility

they remain a vital

(Acts 2:42);

Christianity has become

on

the

a

responsibility of waiting

by concentrating

on

link in the movement of the

the

than just the twelve. This

gospel

time the

A model of ministry that is not

on

tables, they seek to limit their

from Jerusalem, where it is for the

was

for it invites

headed. This act of delegation

participation in the ministry of

delegation begins

throughout the New Testament of defining roles

apostles.

"But many of those who heard

prayer and the word. This focus insures that

conmiunity of disciples,

more

Lord added to

beyond the capacity of twelve people.

is vital also for the
to

and that

major movement involving thousands of

moment, to the ends of the earth, where Jesus said it

gospel

baptized,

day by day the

"And

being saved" (Acts 2:27b);

were

they numbered about five thousand" (Acts 4:4). By the

Instead of taking
areas

were

added"

The movement had moved

people.

and four recount the

chapters two

a

process carried out

of ministry for those who

are

not

dependent upon one particular person or group

of people is created.

The solution is
word Hebraios

important to

(Hebrews)

in

describing

Acts 6:1 "'Hebrew' refers to the

as

Acts 6

indicates,

'Hellenists'"

one

a

second

reason.

Luke

uses

the

of the groups involved in the conflict. In

Aramaic-speaking part of the Jerusalem church, which,

distinguished organizationally from the Greek-speaking part,

(Balz and Schneider 369). Luke

the second group.
came

was

the story of Acts for

In 6: 1

they

are

from these Jewish circles."

uses

Hellenistes

"the Christians of the

(Hellenists) to

early Jerusalem

the

describe

Church who

They were Jews of "Jerusalem who spoke (only) Greek
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and who

were

Jews of the

distinguished from the

city who spoke Aramaic as

their native

tongue" (Wanke 436-437).
The Hebrews

Hellenists is

were

most

subject to debate. Wanke

had returned to Jerusalem while
states the

likely scenario

more

Jerusalem

likely residents
believes

retaining their

some

diaspora but would not necessarily live

not

as

link to

reaching

what

new

they bring to the

groups with the

The solution draws
The

answer

is not to

Stephen

problem.

and

Philip

Greek tongue (436-437). Brian

church. Their

Greek

names as

that

on a

groups but to

origin is probably

evidently all

Later stories of Stephen in Acts 6 and

were seen as

role other than

persecution

Cupper

residents of

and culture

develop leadership

leaders,

play a vital

Hellenists.

among the

Philip in Acts

8

not just table waiters.

a

vital part of the story not because of

serving tables.

begins the spread of the gospel beyond Jerusalem.
The

language

the answer,

particular problem but through the persecutions to

immediately takes

Greek-speaking

outside of Jerusalem. Their

The introduction of the Hellenists becomes

this

were

who

gospel.

integrate the two

Hellenists to solve the
show that

seven

of the

coimection with the synagogue communities of

the

as

origin

they were formerly diaspora Jews

is that the Hellenists

(235). They would have

important

of Jerusalem. The

In Acts 6:8

come.

This

move

starts

a

Stephen
chain of events

Wanke writes.

attested in 8:1,4; 11:19

was

directed

principally against

the Christian "Hellenists," not the "Hebrews of Jerusalem" (who retained
From the same group
more of observance of the law and temple piety).
the first

Gentiles

impulse toward mission among
(11:19) originated. (436-437)

Thus the introduction of the Hellenists
first

move

beyond Jerusalem.

provides the

the Samaritans

(8:55f)

and

leaders and the group who make the

Even conflict within the Church

provides Luke

with

an
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share how the

opportunity to

Wliile the

community,
twelve

now

the

care

it is also

important

longer need to

message

is

seven

moves

important in expanding the

work of the

in how it allows the twelve to focus their work. The

be concerned about the

on

forward.

care

of widows, if they

ever

uses

his rhetorical device to
is

a

key transitional

The focus of the book

The solution to this

announce

moves

verse seven

that the "word of God continued to

verse

that

points to

from Jerusalem, to

problem provided the basis

of this

movement in the

moving to Judea and
growth.

the twelve's work after this division of labor is that many
believers. The

were, but

Possibly the twelve never considered

prayer and the Word.

of widows until the crisis arose; nevertheless, the outcome is that in

Witherington this

(74).

of the

appointing

may focus their work

Luke
For

no

gospel

spread."
gospel

Samaria.

The immediate result of

priests

were

becoming

impact of the work of the seven begins with Stephen's story in Acts

6:8.

The Seven

What is known of the

description is that he
is reaffirmed

as

seven

is full of the

he encounters

is very limited.

Holy Spirit

Stephen is

introduced first. The

and faith. In 6:8 God's presence in his life

opposition that leads to his martyrdom.

martyr is remembered in Acts 11:19 and 22:20. This mtroduction

Holy Spirit and
leaves

no

provides the basis

doubt who is

Philip
an

faith

Luke mentions

for his witness and death that

no

additional comments. In

of a table waiter. His

staying

being
are

as a

fiill of the

to come. Luke

guiding Stephen.

is introduced next with

evangelist instead

as

His action

chapter eight he

only other mention comes

at the house of Philip "the

evangelist,

Perhaps Stephen's and Phillip's leadership

is

one

in Acts 21 :8

acts as

as

of the Seven."

implied by the placement of their
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names

top of the list. The importance of the work is also affirmed in the telling of

at the

their stories later in Acts.
This passage is the

only mention in Scripture of Prochorus, Nicanor, Timon,

Parmenas, and Nicolas. Additional information is given about Nicolas in that he is from
Antioch.
the

Luke recounts that he is

only time

such information is

a

community
men

community

is

of good

standing,

Community's

pick those

fiill of the

chosen, the twelve would

who

Spirit

set them

trusted the

interesting points

community to

serve.

so a

conveying

of leadership

make this

advancement of the
the next few

Philip,

gospel.

opportunity to
any

and the

is the chief agent"

show how the

This

provides

a

are

"seven

(Acts 6:3). When they were

of authority"

occurring here.

seen as an

(Witherington 251)
One is that the twelve

This

delegation allowed for the

community to play a significant role

in the

Church forward.

leadership's ability to rely on the Holy Spirit. "Throughout
(Bruce, Commentary 22).

community operates

community of people to handle

Holy Spirit.

only ask that they be

important decision. They were willing to delegate

chapters as the Spirit moves the

Spirit

The twelve allow the

This group is first mentioned here and takes center stage for

A second issue is the
Acts the

The twelve

and of wisdom"

responsibility in the decision-making process.
introduction of Stephen,

seven.

apart to this task. "This should probably be

act of commissioning for the task and

Several

not, since this is

are

Task

given the task of choosing the

of disciples to

others

given.

The

The

proselyte implying the

a

under the

This story

guidance

of the

difficult matter, it must have the

wonderfiil model of the

provides Luke

Spirit.

an

For

guidance of the

Spirit working through their lives

so
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that the love of Christ is

being

lived out in the

The

"The solution the

of the Twelve

Leadership

arrive at here is

apostles

The normal

(Witherington 248).

community.

practice

rather novel

a

The

seven.

This

style

is

minority

of leadership is

for the context of this paper,

given power within the

other biblical

no

is not to negate the value of various

Setting

the Seven

of many

one

styles

for

antiquity"

is for those in power to repress

twelve step outside what would be considered normal for
choose the

one

but

leadership

allowing

within

explored.

seven

limit the scope of this paper.

apart is interesting because the twelve allow others

choose them, yet the twelve bless the

Timon, Parmenas, and Nicolas

were

apostles,

chosen

by the people

prayed and laid their hands

who

blessing and the description

sends the

community to
There

to

ministry. Stephen, Philip, Procorus, Nicanor,
and set aside for table service

by the Church through the commissioning of the apostles. "They had these men

this

This

Apart

The act of setting the

before the

others to

Scripture. However,

of leadership will be

simply to

The

church.

styles present

styles

in

minority.

on

of the prayers with the

them"

stand

(Acts 6:6). The mention

laying on of hands by the apostles

its Old Testament roots.

are

eches of the stories about the choice of Joshua
on

of hands

an

important bridge

Num.

as

Moses'

which is

(cf
27:15-23),
quite
by laying
appropriate since in Acts 7-8 we will see the first of two of these figures
taking up the mantel of leadership, not by waiting on tables or
administering food [original emphasis] (an internal matter for the
community) but by preaching and teaching just as the Twelve have done
heretofore. In other words, Luke is going to portray them as the bridge
figures leading to the next stage of mission and witness, in this case
outside of Jerusalem but still in the Holy Land. (Witherington 251)
successor

The

commissioning

of the

seven

is

of

for Luke in the scope of Acts.
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The

laying

on

of hands is

one

Jerusalem. It empowers the

major transition points

of the

seven

and authenticates their

The

While the
issue is most

Church.

Sharing

that

moves

the

gospel beyond

ministry.

of Goods

sharing of goods is introduced as

a

problem in this story, the central

likely how resolution is brought and how that resolution impacted the

The

early

Church's model of sharing

goods

in

common

appears to take

a

turn

with this story. Earlier in Acts 2:44 and 4:32, the reader is told that the Church held

goods

in

change.

forward this element of the Church's life

common.

From this

A

for the poor is still evidenced

concern

point

the Church has moved away from

point

to

by Paul's collection for Jerusalem,

holding everything

may say that the model used to this

seems

in

common.

in the Jerusalem church

At the very
was

not

least,

copied

but
one

in other

communities.
Christian
Acts 6:1-6 sheds

The

early

able to

becomes

light on the emerging understanding of Christian stewardship.

Church encounters the

care

a

Stewardship

struggles

of rapid

growth.

The

for the converts and continue to reach out into the

stewardship

issue

as

they

seek to

leadership

is

no

longer

community. This struggle

appropriately manage the resources

provided. They respond in three ways. They deal with questions

God has

of stewardship in terms

of financial resources, human resources, and space.

Stewardship
The
resources to

creates

of Financial Resources

early Church
handle the

a new

opening

encounters

a

problem

in the

area

problem but no delivery system.

for the

gifts

and abilities of the

of stewardship.

They had the

Their solution to the

people to be used.

problem
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This

new

framework

not for each person to

Antioch church

are

meets

abilities but to

use

told of the

in the Jerusalem famine. The

challenge

a

give

especially crippling to

church. In response, "The

disciples determined that according

send relief to the believers

living

raising

funds from the other

in Judea"

(11 :29).

Corinthians 8 and 9, Paul exhorts the Corinthians to

arrive

soon

collect the

to

offering,

He cites the Macedonians

as an

will be blessed in their

they

to their

the Jerusalem

ability,

each would

Paul takes upon himself the task of

daughter churches to support the

promised in support of Jerusalem.

is

money. In Acts 1 1 :27-30 the leaders of the

famine that is

severe

challenge

Jerusalem church. In 2

complete the offering that had been

The Corinthian response has been slow, and Paul will
he

so

uses a

example;

variety

of methods to exhort them to

he threatens embarrassment; and, he

generosity. However, the ultimate argument is

a

even

give.
says

theological

claim he makes in 2 Corinthians 8:9: "For you know the generous act of our Lord Jesus

Christ, that though he
you

might

new

was

rich, yet for your sakes he became poor,

become rich." Thus Paul

paradigm

for

generosity defines
Stewardship

helps the

stewardship that is
for Christians the

based in

so

church to define their

Christology.

that

by his poverty

generosity through

a

He understands that Jesus'

meaning of giving.

of Human Resources

The second issue of stewardship is defined in terms of lifestyle, for Christ gave up

everything for humanity.

In

Philippians 2:5-1 1,

Jesus. This sacrificial act of Jesus included

obedience to God. This

Paul

uses

stewardship.

one's life to God is the model

giving up their lives for Christ.
Christian

self-giving act of

emptying himself of all that he had in humble

willingness to completely give

for Christians in

of Christian

Paul describes this

This action becomes the basis

stewardship concerns the whole

life of a person, not
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merely the person's financial

gifts.

The twelve

abilities to

care

recognize

for the

resources.

the need to

Stewardship
provide

a

body of Christ. While this

must be

for others to

place
is

defined in terms of life and
use

their

as

in Acts. The

people

are

murmuring,

and

idea in the church, it is similar

a new

to what the Lord led Moses to do. In Numbers 1 1 : 1 -25, Moses encounters

situation

gifts

a

similar

and he cannot bear the burden alone. So

the Lord instructs him to set aside seventy of the elders to bear the burden of caring for
the

much

as

Spirit of the

The

people.
the

seven

service of the

Lord rested upon the seventy, and

later do in Acts. God's

community provided

persons of faith to

a

potential

their lives in service

use

of stewardship involves individuals

service of other

leading

people

they began to prophesy,

of Moses to involve others in the

model for the twelve in

(McCaughey 31-36).

using the gifts

allowing other

In both

and abilities God has

cases

the issue

given them

in

of faith.

This idea is carried forward in the New Testament in 1 Peter 5:1-4. Here the
writer exhorts the elders "to tend the flock of God in your

oversight,
sordid

not under

compulsion but willingly,

gain but eagerly" (1

community of faith.

Pet.

as

5:2). The passage

The elders most

God would have you do it
assumes

likely refer to

279).

In

describing their task,

161). As

Peter takes

which is

task of vital

a

overseers, not to

lord

care

men

Peter addresses them

importance.

leadership

the older
as

well

provided leadership

of the whole church,
This is

leadership over them.

a

as

if he

they are to

task

not for

�

the Jewish synagogues and the Jerusalem Sanhedren
the Greco-Roman world, the older

charge, exercising the

they

As the

men

as

of the

community.

In

in local governments in

for the

community (Michaels

were one

care

within the

of them

(Marshall

for the local church,

should vmdertake

willingly,

shepherd tenderly cares for the

as

flock
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in his care,

so

community

same.

stewardship

giving of their lives to

of the

of lifestyle included both

gospel. Stephen

the twelve who teaches. Yet he

wonders and
as

In the

this task, the

of faith is blessed.

This

expansion

the elders do the

signs

Lord before the

among the

is

one

of the

immediately

caring

seven

conmiunity and the

appointed to

encounters

people" (Acts 8:8).

for the

serve

persecution

This leads to his

individuals share their faith in these

is another

proclaiming the gospel,

"but this

territory and making

twelve

were

This

a

was

not

appointed to

the task of

empower others to service,

(Pathrapankal 56).

numerous

out of the

As the

individuals lived out the
in

an

attempt

to share the

Christ.

even

move

city as

the

beyond Jerusalem.

gospel contmued to

Acts 6:7 records

move

through

priests came to know Christ.

of Space

The final

define

He

it available to the non-Jews"

the twelve's decision and its benefit to the

Stewardship

Stephen models

layman was responsible for taking the Gospel

stewardship allowed the gospel to

Jerusalem, and

force

begin to spring forth as

christological stewardship that holds nothing back

good news of Jesus

of

communities.

example of stewardship.

Jewish

willing to

new

one

after he "did great

high priest. Stephen's death and the persecution that follows

Jesus' act of stewardship of life. The result is churches that

model of this

not

proclamation of Jesus

many Christians to leave Jerusalem and go into Judea and Samaria.

Philip

tables,

stewardship

is in terms of place. Did the

particular setting or facility as the place

emergence fi*om Judaism,

they were

faced with

for

a

early Church feel compelled to

worship of God?

With their

decision whether to retain Jewish
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practices

in

regards to

facilities

For Judaism the

the

temple

was

people brought their offering

step

out in

of worship

place

central to the

or

practice

was

to be

a

local

worship

as

central to

for the Jews.

They provided

Christian

Debate within modem

used

as

the

name

Synagogues

a

practice

being a place

and

represented
the

a new

temple

but

place of Jewish community life

prayer.

Scripture study,

Scripture

on

continues

practice

can

praise

central

and

as

and

congregational prayer

of worship in the synagogue

scholarship

is where the

replace

not meant to

were

place of worship,

of a place rather than the

Evidence of the synagogue

temple

of God. The synagogues

worship took its emphasis

from the

worship

Until its destructioii in AD 70,

and sacrifices to God. It is where, with

expression of faith. They became the

in every town.

fellowship.

important.

of worship in Judaism. The

thanksgiving, they remembered the great acts
movement in

direction.

a new

(Castillo 29-33).

to when the term synagogue

of the

people

be found in the

in various

early part

was

places.

of the second

century AD. "Luke-Acts, like other portions of the NT, provides good first-century
evidence for the existence of synagogues
a

variety of locations

the

seen as an

emerging

gatherings

of people, in

(Witherington 256).

of Acts

early chapters

sect in Judaism

Stephen is representative of the Hellenistic
on

as

Church in terms of the

(2:46, 3:2,

3:1 1, and

apostolic leadership gathering at the temple for prayers, worship,

teaching. They were

"Stephen,

and not just

likely existed within the early

of worship. Several references in the

4:1) refer to

places

in the Mediterranean crescent"

A difference of opinion very

place

as

group, another

the other hand, declared that God

dwelling-place like the temple, that

a

(Castillo 30). However,

never

if

thought was emerging.

desired

moveable shrine

and

a

permanently fixed

was more

suitable for

a

pilgrim
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people" (Bruce 647).
practice

The Hellenistic

of teaching in homes

of the church. The

emphasis

begimiing

identity of the early

away from the

with .Tesus laid

Church

was

"If you had asked another for directions to

first-century world,
40).

a

teaching in a home
churches

in Troas in Acts 20.

including Lydia's

home in

Gains' home in Romans 16:23, the

Aquila and Prisca,

numerous

instead, the congregations

(Birkey

references to these

in Acts 1:15 and 2:1-2,

in homes in Acts 5:42, and Paul's

Specific homes are mentioned as being used for

Philippi in Acts 16:14-15, the Corinthian church in

Ephesian church in

Nympha's house,

1 Corinthians 16:19 in home of

and the Roman church in

were

were

not

Aquila and

initially adapted physically for the gatherings;

adapted to

the structures. This limited the size of each

developed a family feeling in the churches.

the churches would rent facilities

exempted the

home!"

(Birkey 42-53).

These house churches

group and

room

people.

the Colossian church in Philemon in Philemon's home, the Laodiceem

church in Colossians 4:15-16 in
Prisca's house

rapid growth

important city of the

somebody's private

house churches. The Acts references include the upper

teaching

foundation for the

church in any

you would have been directed to

in homes in Acts 2:46,

and toward the

not tied to structures but to

The book of Acts and Paul's various letters make

breaking bread

a

temple

church from

capital

that must focus attention

churches could emerge

on

a

occasionally larger gatherings,

(Osiek and Balch 33). This use of homes for worship
investment in facilities. This

freed the church to focus its financial

Church by developing aroimd

For

resources

in other

areas.

stewardship of space

It also

shaped the early

model of small house churches rather than

providing continually larger and larger

larger bodies

spaces. New

quickly in any location since they capitalized upon the use

of
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existing
the

homes of the

people

participants.

and not the

The focus

as

place.
of Acts

Summary

The

Throughout Acts

Luke seeks to

Spirit is what guides

and leads the

take the

gospel

emphasis the empowerment of the Holy Spirit.

through their decision-making process

Church. The twelve had the commission to

early

"to the ends of the earth"

manage to share the

expressed by Stephen was placed upon

(Acts 1 :8).

care

ventures

enabling

of others to

They sought to
term

use

stewardship,

talent,

the

but

church

resources

instead to empower everyone to
of the earth" (Acts

how

serve

and

goal

keeping

manner.

was

leadership

eye

resources

of their

the

goal.

use

the

of time,

places of power but

movement of the

gospel

was

"to the ends

greater than the leadership could accomplish alone. The size

of the task forced the leaders to utilize the abilities of those around them.
decisions

on

did not seek to control but

not to build

guide the

an

1:8).

The call of God

to make

Holy Spirit to

Acts does not

they utilized the

of God. The

to lead with the end result in mind. Their

simultaneously. They

and allowed the

crisis while

in the most effective

name

They could not

The twelve did not attempt to control the

through the

stewardship describes

money, and space in the

guides them

Immediately unauthorized missionary

serve.

sprouted forth spreading the gospel.

expansion but to guide the

is what

for the widows

recognized the charge was greater than their capabilities
lead them in the

Spirit

for the task before them is great.

in Jerusalem and

gospel

The

along the

stewardship.

way that

edged the people closer to

They were able

the call of God because
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Church Health
What constitutes

congregation,

body

or

a

healthy

is it measured

of literature

sees

composed by people

by

church? Is health measured in the size of a
a

church's rate of growth? In recent years

church health in

such

as

a

distinctive

manner.

This

a

growing

body of literature,

William Easum, Keith Watkins, Thomas

Bandy,

Rick

Warren, George Hunter, Stephen Macchia, Christian Schwarz, and Dale Galloway,
understands that church health
church must have

a

a

of what God's purpose is for that

healthy, strong,

and

growing church,

foundation. This foundation is laid

involved

exactly why the

having

clearly

a

not with numbers but with vision. The

finely tuned vision

In order to build

laying a solid

begins

must

congregation.
spend time

by clarifying in the minds

church exists and its mission. Incredible power

defined purpose statement

When the church has such

a

united

between it and the call of Christ. "The

of everyone

comes

by

(Warren 86).

understanding

becomes the foundation of its health. For such

everything

one

individual

a

of God's

calling,

church will not allow

that vision

anything to

Body of Christ will sacrifice anything

come

and

^property, offices, financial security, traditional music, familiar heritage

�

the sake of Jesus and the
With vision

as

gospel" (Easirni and Bandy 13).

the foundation,

healthy churches

characteristics. These churches have shared

share

lives, place great emphasis

on

a

number of other

ministry between the laity and clergy, have

culturally relevant worship services, build dynamic small

that operate from the

making disciples,

group ministries that transform

have flexible

organizational

ground up, and seek to build mature disciples

healthy church can be

for

�

defined

as one

growing both in numbers

structures

of Jesus Christ. "A

and in

quality, both in
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wimiing people to Christ

and in

MakinR 25). The emphasis is

growing disciples

not upon numerical

not know God. The consequence of such

not the issue. "1 believe the

church health,

key issue

[original emphasis]

grow the way God intends"

into strong Christians"

growth,

emphasis

church

on

is most often

for churches in the

not

but

reaching people
growth,

but

are

who do

growth

twenty-first century will

When churches

growth.

(Galloway,

is

be

healthy, they

(Warren 17).

Church health then is not

necessarily

found in

a

church with

large

and

growing

nxmibers; rather, it is found in the attitude held by the congregation. The manifestation of

healthy attitudes

is often

growth,

but for the

growth to

be sustained for

long periods

of

time, it must be founded in a united congregation.
What
to

ultimately may separate healthy churches from unhealthy ones

implement these concepts.
with great ideas,

coming up
more

difficult"

(Pfeffer,

health have been

"Success

in the current world

Equation 14).

circulating in various

ability

frequently entails implementation rather than

simply because

Human

is the

implementation

is much

These foundational ideas for church

forms for years; the

difficulty

comes

in

actually

implementing them.
Stages

of

Organizational Development

Every organization moves through stages

categories

in the human life

under each

(Lippitt 32;

central issues

are

Flamholtz

identifying

organizational systems.
terms

cycle

of financing,

the

In this

of development. These stages

of birth,

youth,

and

32-33).

In the

early stages

are

often

maturity with two subcategories
of any

organization, the

market, acquiring resources, and developing

early stage, organizations

people, equipment,

and space.

are

stretched to the limit in

Organizations

in this stage tend to

fly
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by the

seat of their

organization
its

own

pants continually putting

in this situation must

out

change the

fires caused

by rapid growth.

way it operates

so

that it is not

An

destroyed by

growth. Lippitt writes,

Organizations usually go into decline only because of intemal
mismanagement or drastic changes in its extemal environment. The
objective of organizational renewal is to handle the key issues of
development in such a way as to achieve higher stages progressively, and
to preclude a decline toward a lower stage. (28)
The fundamental issues in this movement of development and

organize"
people,

and "how to review and evaluate"

money, and space to cope with

vital for it must

now

growth are "how to

(29). The organization cannot merely add

growth. Lippett adds that the role of leadership

"face up to the constant need to

is

monitor, review, evaluate, and

improve" (30-32).

George Bullard views the life cycle
developmental stages.

of a church

Bullard understands the

importance

programs, and management at each stage of the life

cycle

can

be discovered

moving through ten

cycle.

of vision, inclusion,
Where

a

church is in the life

by which of the four areas is receiving emphasis,

actual number of years the church has been in existence. At birth the
driven

cycle
was

by vision;

as

death draws near, management

curve, a church could

de-emphasizing the

congregation is

the church. In Bullard' s life

area

on

the

areas

of vision, inclusion, and programs

of management.

Other writers also address this movement from birth to

youth and the pitfalls

follow in churches. Ezra Earl Jones writes, "The leaders must know how to

stability" (45).

the

recapture "the good old days" of its younger years when it

willing to place greater emphasis

while

runs

not in

He continues

that

organize for

by saying that churches that can gain stability can build a
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strong institutional base enabling them
caution: "If full

maturity

long-term contributions

is

expected

of the

to carry out their

too

early,

changes

appropriate organizational

ministry but provide support for the ministry.

church members aren't active in

they have
Some

no

George places

attendance. His

ministry is

time left for real

organizational

structure. With

issues

are

because

"One

they are

so

major reason many
busy attending meetings

ministry" (Warren 375).
are

churches into

categories

organization from one stage

churches must be cautious. The church's structure must not

creating structures, however,

size. Carl

firm foundation may be sacrificed and

in movement of an

of growth to the next is the creation of an

that

a

organization may be impaired" (45).

One of the fundamental

become the

a

mission. He does offer

based

eight

on

the age; other issues

groups

depending

are

determined

upon average

by

worship

house church 3-35, small church 35-75, medium church

75-200, large church 200-1,000, very large super church 1,000-3,000, huge mega-church
3,000-1 0,000 and beyond huge 1 0,000 plus (54). He understands that each size of

congregation has
its

different

organizational needs for it to

particular strengths and weaknesses that the congregation must address

own

healthy.

In

a

to be

rapidly growing congregation, the church may move quickly from one stage

to the next. If the church does not make the necessary

such

be effective. Each category has

adjustments

as

it grows in

areas

staffing and ministries, the church will stagnate.

as

Healthy Organizational
Some basic

principals

can

be drawn in

church structure. Listed here is each of the

primary

source

Structure

regards to

seven

what constitutes

a

healthy

principles with a quotation from the

from which the idea arose, followed

by brief remarks.
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1

Maintenance and

.

ministry

are

different.

Teach your people the difference between maintenance and ministry.
Maintenance is "church work:" budgets, buildings, organizational matters
so forth. Ministry is "the work of the church." The more people you
involve in maintenance decisions, the more you waste their time, keep
them from ministry, and create opportunities for conflict. (Warren 376)

and

While certain tasks must take
institution is
tasks

are

vitally different from being

often necessary for

the end. The structure must

serves

the

place

ministry of the

laying

provide

a

a

in

for the church to exist,

ministry with people.

foundation for

ministry,

streamlined

ownership

enough that

too often the tasks becomes

of how it

church.

support for the ministry of the church. They need
to take

While the maintenance

place for maintenance but only in terms

The most effective structural systems will be

membership

maintaining the

in the

it does not

to

large enough to provide appropriate
provide the opportunity for the

ministry of the church,

consume

all the

but the system must be

membership's time

and energy to

maintain it.
2.

Who leads what is

a

key.

"For your church to grow, both the pastor and the
The

the

people must give up control

of the

leadership,

and the pastor must

give

up control of

ministry" (Warren 378).
The structure should be such that the

people do

the pastor leads the church. Far too often churches
are

people must give up confrol:

leading

and

one

is

are

not

ministry of the

church and

organized so five hundred people

doing ministry, leaving both sides

fi-ustrated because what they do is really

the

fhisfrated. The

people are

ministry but maintenance. The pastor is
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firustrated because the pastor is overwhelmed
structure allows the

one

to lead the five

The structure thus needs to
the
or

in

laity

her

ministry.

spiritual gifts
3

.

The

are

hundred,

needs of so many. When the

with the five hundred each involved in

body of Christ where

the church becomes the

ministry,

by the

provide

an

opportunity for the leadership to

healthy church desires that

and put those to

Every member is

a

use

each part is vital.
empower

each member understand what his

in service of the

kingdom

of God.

minister.

The New Testament makes

no distinction between laity and clergy. The
ministry of the New Testament church was in the hands of the laity. The
task of the church of the 1990s is to give the ministry back to the laity!
Liberating the laity to do meaningful ministry is one of the greatest
opportunities that lies before the church! (Mathison 73)

The

Spnit has gifted each person

part is needed for the body

Spirit to

work

in the

body of Christ to participate

to be whole. The structure must allow

through each member's

life

an

and every

opportunity

using his or her talent for the

betterment of the

whole. Mathison believes the structure should allow each person to volunteer
to how the

Spirit has gifted

positions (73).
be in

each person rather than the church

Each person

serves

in the

body of Christ as the

for the

according

recruiting

individuals to

person is

gifted by

God to

ministry.
4.

The structure

"The

ministry

serves

the

ministry.

is not called to fit the church's structure; the structure exists to

fiirther effective ministry" (Bama 137).
The structure's existence is based upon
When

developing a structxore,

one

determine what type of structvire

must

can

supporting the ministry of the

begin with the mission

best enable this to

church.

of the church and

happen.

The structure must

help
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make the ministry of the church

happen without becoming

Periodic reviews of the structure become vital to

become

an

that the structure does not

end in itself.

The structure
groups

ensure

the focus of the church.

provides the foundation

so

(Schwarz 30-33), spiritual disciplines,

that

and

inspiring worship,

an

outward focus

may be the focus of the church. The structure allows the

healthy churches.
concentrate

on

When the structure becomes focused

what makes it

holistic small

(Macchia 59, 135)

things to happen that create

on

itself, the church cannot

healthy.

5. Committees do not lead ministries.
"You need to allow the

without interference from
One

someone

people leading

some

governing board

danger of committees

else needs to act. From

instructions

on

how

or

is

ministry

regarding

is

committee"

they meet, discuss,

argue,

ever

own

talk, and then decide
a

sport, they shout down

participating.

The structure

working within the mission of the church,

its

ministry.
concern

decisions

(Warren 387).

Within the structure

a means

it should be

for mission

is necessary. The structure should also

guidelines when a mission group needs financial support,

clear

standard

make their

viewpoint of a fan watching

a

groups to discuss issues of common

provide

or

ministry to

what should be done without

should be such that if a
free to make decisions

each

operations of a mission, the governing board

but for the

should not interfere.

6. Love characterizes the church.

"The

healthy church is intentional

relationships

(Macchia 95).

in its efforts to build

loving, caring

within families, between members and within the

community they

serve"
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The Hfe, death, and resurrection of Jesus

towards

In this love the

humanity.

churches

provide opportimities

that love towards
but the

body,

one

body will

7. Structural
"The first

Waterhouse

another.
be

for

the

an

guided by the

to build

people

of

community. Healthy

loving relationships

disagreements

body

and express

will still exist within the

stability.

paradox principal: positive change requires significant stability" (Price

19).
a new

system of structures,

need to feel comfortable with what is
not

coming

strengthen the

from crisis. The

church. Thus the

for the church is vital. If the
it

within the

Wlicn the

love of Christ in these situations.

needs to arise from

change

of the love of God

called to live.

expression

participants

expression

a sense

cause a

of stability needs

certain amount of

underlying stability will help the congregation more readily accept change.

change is

will

natural

are

present within the church. While change will always

distress,
The

a

Conflicts and

For the church to be open to
to be

of God

people

Christ is vibrant, this love becomes

were an

congregation needs

importance

congregation

taking place

of a

can see

within the church and that
to believe

a

plan exists that

commonly held mission

where the vision is

pulling

or

vision

the

church,

provides that necessary stability.
8.

Progress is measured by mission

"Rather than

compared to
on

the

last

measure

year?),

the

progress

against itself (did

by numbers.

our

and Furr

name

of Jesus Christ. This may

its

impact

6).

healthy church measures itself by how its work

community in the

attendance Increase

congregation would begin to measure progress by

community" (Herrington, Bonem,
The

not measured

or

is

transforming the

may not result in numerical

growth.
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The

important task for the church

difficult to

measure

Leadership

in

a

but

keeps

Healthy

is to be faithflil to its mission. This is

the focus of the church

on

a

much

more

its task.

Church

A fiindamental issue in Christian

ultimate leader is God who

leadership

the church

guides

is to remember who is in

through the empowerment

charge.

of the

The

Holy

Spirit.
in many ways within a congregation, usually, through
service and sacrificial giving. For most people, this means not necessarily money,

Leadership

is

gained

For this reason they hold power. That is the way it
but time, energy and sweat.
the
be. Leadership comes through servanthood.
and
that
is
it
should
is,
way
.

.

.

(Tucker 31)
This concept of leadership
be used

by

through

servanthood puts the person in

God. The person understands that she

body of Christ
community.

or

community.

The inherent

In this concept the person is

emphasis turns

powerful position to

being used by

danger is when the focus moves

served. At that juncture the
Christian

he is

or

a

serving

God to

serve

the

God and the

off either God

or

those

being

to the leader rather than to servanthood.

leadership provides vision for the body of Christ.

"For the Christian

leader, vision is faith bringing the future and the present together. A vision is the ability,
or

the

God-given gift,

to

see

those

things that are not

as

becoming a reality" (Galloway,

Leading 13). The leader provides vision that points the way for the congregation. The
vision operates like the banks of a river: It
a

vision

keeps the congregation moving in the

of Christ. Christian
not

a

lone ranger but

unit.

same

direction and

so

empowers the

leadership takes place within the community of faith.
a

participant within the

Spirit to provide direction but not to
as a

keeps the river flowing in one direction.

church. The leader is

dictate what the

Thus

body

The leader is

gifted by the Holy

body must do. The body fimctions
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Christian

leadership

makes

room

for others to

work of ministry. The model

who could then carry

on

provided by

the work

Jesus

was

leadership today.

enables the

Holy Spirit to

The church

work

to build the lives of the

Jesus

(Coleman 27).

and empowerment necessary to engage in

Christian

The purpose of Christian

is not for the leader to do all the work but to empower others to engage in the

leadership

training

serve.

provided this

ministry.

taking ownership

through the

His

of the

disciples,

group with the

example

is the model for

priesthood

of all believers

lives of every Christian.

The Role of Leadership in Transition
hi the midst of these transitions what is the role of the

role of a leader in
Here

explore.
1

are

growing institution, I have gathered

listed

principles

Christian leaders

.

By

leadership
"Not that

a

a source

made sufficient

and

several

some

in His work. God is not

(2

additional

God calls

people to

because of how God
in the next breath

in

looking for people who

thoughts.

a

position

of

feel "sufficient." Paul said,
our

competence

leadership positions not because

them. The leaders must

acknowledge the

issue for the leaders is not her

humbly acknowledge

to

comes

12).

serve

can use

the

by God.

competent to claim anything for ourselves, but

Cor. 3:5; Eims

researching

leadership principles

all means, remember this truth when God calls you to take

we are

fi-om God"

are

with

In

pastor?

or

absolute

of their

gifts but

acknowledge their inadequacy and

adequacy

of God to fill every need. The

his greatness, but God's greatness. When leaders

the need of God, it allows

situation.
2. Leaders do not start with themselves.

room

for God to operate within the
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They did not start out with the question "What do I want?" They started
out asking, "What needs to be done?" Then they asked, "What can and
should J do to make a difference?" They constantly asked, "What are the
organization's mission and goals? What constitutes performance and
results in this organization?" (Drucker 55)
The leader does not start

organization first.
her

own.

asking,

"What do I want?" but

The leader's task is to put the

organization

needs of the

and its needs above his

or

Leadership always begins with examining the organization's mission and goals

and how those
statement and

following its

are

a

being

carried out. hi the local church it

set of goals. As these

mission and to ask what

mission. The pastor
church's most

plays the vital

are

can

set, the

means

establishing

pastor's task is to

be done to

bring its work

see

a

mission

that the church is

in line with the

role of helping the church to pay attention to the

important fimctions, not just the pastor's greatest desires.

Part of helping the church to meet its mission is the
church. As the pastor
ensure a

places the

helps the congregation to

productive system of administration

the pastor know and

things decently and
carrying out the

practice good

in order'

(1

particular pastor's giftedness.

place.

goals,

the pastor must work to

"Almost

14:40)" (Cueni 116).

dependent upon the

Whether the pastor

the pastor must make certain of an
3. Leaders do not

is in

its

administer the

always,

this

administrative skills. As Paul mandates,

Cor.

administration is

meet

ability to

means

that

'They do

The role of the pastor in

size of the

congregation and the

directly leads this

area or

delegates it,

orderly administration.

delegate what they

do best.

delegate a good many things; they have to or they drown
in trivia. But they do not delegate the one thing that only they can do with
excellence, the one thing that will make a difference, the one thing that
will set standards, the one thing they want to be remembered for. They do
it. (Drucker 55)
Effective leaders
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Leaders arise in

because of specific

gifts and skills that thy have.

begin to delegate responsibilities and tasks, they must not delegate

When leaders

thing they do

organizations

the very best. Leaders must

and continue to

practice that thing

4. Leaders

in

spite

delegate everything

the

one

continually examine what it is that they do

best

of other tasks.

else.

The pastor does not have strong leadership skills if the pastor's decisions
deal with the detailed matters like whether there will be yellow or blue

Wednesday night's covered dish diimer. The pastor
compulsively focus on details lack strong leadership skills.
It is the pastor who concentrates on major objectives and major decisions
having to do with the congregation's strategic priorities that will make it
possible for that congregation to develop strong leadership resources.
(Callahan 45)
name

tags

at the next

and staff who

If the leader is
will grow

no

the pastor is

unwilling to delegate the tasks

larger than the work one person

let go of much of the

unwilling to

inevitably stop growing

can

of the

ministry of the
pastor

willing to

let go and enable others to serve, the greater the

team.

can

sign of insecurity and limits the work of the church.

a

see

Strength in leadership

the entire

congregation.

leader, he

was

ultimately

himself or herself not
arises from

"In successfiil

a

team

inviting

as a

and

seen

where

church. The church will

handle

everything might appear to be

instead is

The pastor should

organization

do. In local churches this is

at the size of congregation the

herself. While this desire to control

the

organization,

a

The

by himself or

sign of leadership, it
more

ministry of the

lone ranger but

the pastor is

church

as a

can

be.

part of a

encouraging the participation of

churches, while the pastor was usually

a

dominant

player" (Bama 153).

5. The leader looks ahead.

"The pastor must have

opportunities where others

see

a

strong future-orientation. The pastor

problems

and conflicts"

(Schaller,

must be

Pastor

85).

able to

see
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One of the roles of a leader is to
The leader

what

spends

challenges

the church from

time

and

help the organization anticipate

looking past today to

opportunities

reacting to

sense

of security within the

those

leading

several years down the road

lie ahead of the

every crisis to

what will be.

congregation.

moving proactively

congregation about the

the church. The pastor needs to

Such vision

helps move

in advance. It builds

direction of the

spend time

anticipating

congregation and

in prayer and Bible

allow this vision from God to grow. Without this the vision is

a

study to

simply what the pastor

desires.
6. Leaders lead

through nurturing

"It will train group leaders,

whatever

they

do with

quality

equip

others.
groups with covenants, and coach groups to do

but it will not tell the groups what to do

�

or

how to do it"

(Bandy 308).
The role of the leader is not to control the

others to carry out

ministry.

statement or set of core

The church is held

values,

in the church is set free to be in

not a central

exercising

7.

Leaders

"To do

together by

empower

a common

controlling organization.

ministry as called by

provides the boundary for the groups'
structure

organization but to

mission
Each group

God. The mission

work not the pastor

or an

or

values

organizational

control.

are

not ego driven.

something really big,

let go of your ego, and get

ready to

be part of a team"

(Maxwell 6).
Jim

Collins, in researching successfiil companies, discovered Level

5

leadership,

which he considers the highest level of leadership. He imderstands that this form of
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leadership
boastful"

"demonstrates

a

compelling modesty, shunning public adulation;

is not about the leader, who that person is and what

(Collins 73). Leadership

the leader has

accomplished,

never

rather

leadership channels ambition through the

organization.
Measurement of Church Growth

What

categories

measure can

be used to

often used include total

active households, average

accurately assess a church's growth?

membership,

active

membership,

Sunday morning worship attendance,

total households,

average

attendance, small group attendance, and Sunday school attendance to
many that

Bob

used. For the purpose of this

are

Waymire

and C. Peter

Wagner will

study,

average

worship attendance,

by three (7). These figures

divided

name a

few of the

uses a

figure

by

called the

is the summation of the church's active

and average adult

will be

weekly worship

variation of the model created

be used. This model

composite membership. This membership total
membership,

a

The types of

gathered

Sunday

school attendance

for each selected church for the

decade of the 1990s.

Budgeting
The second

budgets

area

to be

its money in the

explored is church budgets.

following

maimer:

41 percent

The average church in America

payroll,

22 percent

building,

percent programs, 14 percent missions and 6 percent other. This allocation
discovered through

a

survey and is considered to be accurate to within 2

Opinion varies
of programs,

staffing,

in

percent (LaRue).

and facilities. Some of the variance arises fi-om the
sources

each category. The

of staffing

area

was

regards to how much a church should spend in the specific

church settings, and few

would

give

was seen

more

than

an

areas

variety of

approximate percentage

to range from 40 to 60

17

in

percent depending
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upon the size and context of the situation. David Pollock of Resource

Canoga Park, California, got
rather than maintenance,

however,

a

figure of 45

a

little

more

specific;

again the proportion will

to 55

"If the church is

be

Ministries, Inc., in

staffing

never

income

(Berkley 57).

No

found.

Many

growth

higher. Generally speaking,

percent is healthy" (Berkley 57).

The percentage of income dedicated to debt retirement of building
fi-om churches should

for

borrow

(Burkett) upwards to

specific percentage

authors refer to its

importance

no more

dedicated towards

in

regards

projects ranged

than 30 percent of

programming was

to churches

growing but did not

address how much should be used.
A

common

attitude

was

held

regarding the balancing

of the

areas

of staff,

ministries, and facilities. John Ed Mathison best summarized this attitude:
We

use

the term ministries

[original emphasis]

[original emphasis]

because the church is not

an

rather than programs
institution running a

program. Rather it is a community of faith that is in ministry. Likewise,
staff is essential to train and equip people for ministry; and facilities are

lay people a place to be in ministry. Good
areas: ministries, staff, and facilities. Part of
planning
our responsibility is to be sure we plan for each of these areas to keep
them in proportion to each other. The three must form an equilateral
triangle. (7)
essential to

give

staff and

looks at these three

Bob Welch's article

on

how the church arrives at its

wrote that churches could choose

budget.

In the mission-based

church's

spending reflects

a

line-item

budget,

budget was helpful.

zero-based

budget, the mission of the

the values the church holds

church

(14).

budget,

or

He

mission-based

prioritizes items; thus, the

The zero-based

begins the budgeting process by reducing every category of spending to

zero

budget
and

expenditures in each area must be justified to be included in the new year's budget.
this

gives no

direction in how money should be allocated, the mission-based and

While

zero-
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based

budget processes

can

process while the line item

Jeffrey Pfeffer
are

created.

"One

to

to

current

perpetuate

practices.

organizational subunits" (Pfeffer

budget determines priorities.
His rational

budgets

process (Power in Organizations
a

political

new

In

138).

Pfeffer examines several models for the

22).

processing"

In that

case

is

required in the decision-making

who has the clout to influence the

issue. The second model he writes of is the bureaucratic

model, similar to the line-item budget. This type of budgeting
the best indicator of a

and Salancik

model, which would be similar to the zero-based budget,

that "substantial informational

decisions becomes

annual, intentional, decision- making

and Gerald Salancik write about the issue of power in how

resources

budgeting process.
reasons

budget tends

an

important decision made within virtually all organizations is the

allocation of scarce
essence, the

force churches into

budget (23). This

would

ensure

last

uses

year's budget as

that those in power stay in

power.

The

struggle churches often

vmderlying assvmiption
While faint

some

of the

budgeting

in the literature is that

quantitative

data

are

is that every

buildings, staff,

area

provide a model

foimd to support such claims, the

that

assumes

new

for increased financial

is

important.

and ministries

opinions

highly respected church growth consultants and pastors

Callahan does
but he

face in

are

An

all vital.

come

from

in the country.

strength that comes with growth,

people will give immediately at the

same

rate

as

long-term

members (109).
Callahan does advance

a

theology of Christian stewardship

in terms of continued

church growth.
A

responsible theology of stewardship encourages local congregations to
a way as to (1) increase missional services in the

invest money in such
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community, (2)

maximize the effectiveness of the local church, and (3)
financially to the life and

add to the number of households that contribute
mission of the congregation. (106)

Thus, Callahan advises spending the
income at the

same

time. This

money in

a manner

begins to speak to

that is effective and increases

the issue but

only

problem may be that in dealing with Uving communities of faith,
thus

only speaking

in the vaguest of terms

principles might be transferable fi-om

one

consultants write about these issues to

a

as

that

to what will work is

context to the next.

broad audience,

in vague terms. The
are

each

unique,

Few

possible.

So when church

they can only do

so

in the

broadest of terms.
Here is

of facilities,

a

brief examination of what has been written about the three

staffing,

specific

areas

and ministries.

Facilities
A church cannot allow its facilities to determine its

Mathison

ministry

sums

this up well.

anymore than

Callahan takes

a

a

"Property and

rather

aggressive

with

a new

assumptions

Property should

never

expansion of facilities?

good,

building.

adopt a new attitude in regards to

(8).

He believes that most

construction

growth first then building,

and

they will

come

determine the

While the

to pay for it

ministry,

saying,

He

He

(95).

but the

"Build it and

(95).

replaces this

paradigm of building in a wisely located site, then growing (103).

advances the idea of build it and

the

stance towards

of experiencing

size of ministry.

facilities should not determine the scope of

shoe should determine the size of the foot"

churches under build and should
dismisses old

ministry or

question is, who

they will come,"

pays for

sounds

what statistical evidence do churches have to support this idea? This model
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assumes

that

will be drawn

people

by the facility.

More may

come

but that does not

great deal of money follows immediately. In addition, the growth increases the

mean a

demand for ministries and

staffmg that makes this

Callahan's stance viable is that

campaign

and then

George

use

adds

a

the

a

new

different

church

can cover

difficuU to balance. What may make
the

expansion with

income to support the other

insight

on

buildings.

a

small group

fiiture will be
facilities"

more

ministry since these

easily meet in homes.

growth in two
on

facility

limits its

ability to

additional ways. The first

building projects instead of people.

effectively ministers to people's

growing church builds,

his

not needed to

"Churches of the

capacity of their
need

a

greatly reduced.

The size of a church's

church

are

uses

but if the church does not have to pay for education space,

the cost of facilities would be

emphasis

Buildings

concerned with the size of the harvest than the

(worship) center,

fimds

areas.

(154). The underlying thought is that congregations would still

celebration

church's

can

capital

He believes if a church

meta-church model, the issue of buildings is swept away.
carry out

a

it shifts from
Hall

occurs

when the church

"Most church

needs. Its focus is

people to building.

growth" (Bowman and

church

being overextended with debt. The focus

28).

on

growth

of the

places

occurs

because

a

often, when a

people.

But

That

change

of focus kills

comes

a

its

on

The second limitation

church

mortgage payment, and the emphasis

grow. Facilities may limit

in the form of the

congregation becomes the

people and ministries is drained away.

Staff
The

that the

opinions

vary

equivalent of one

greatly

on

how

quickly staff should be

fiiU-time staff is added for each net

added. Mathison

sees

gain of 250 people (10).
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churches grow,

George writes that traditionally "as
for each 1 00

new

descriptions

are

they tend to

hire

an

additional pastor

The difference may be reflected in how the job

people" (39).

written. Traditional churches hire staff to do the

writing about the traditional model

ministry. George

in

states.

Structurally, all that's necessary to upgrade from lap-dog size to yard-dog
size is to place a paid staff member in each of the organizations previously
run by volunteers who have become overextended, too tired to carry the
administrative needs of their program organizations. (47)
Mathison

ministry.

sees

staffmg differently.

The task of the staff is

never

"Staff is essential to train and

to do

ministry,

but rather to tram

equip people
lay people

for

for

ministry" (9).
George presents
intensive.

a new

way of organizing the church

"By organizing the caring

block of a ten-person cell group,
uitense

levels"

because the

(60).

laity

are

The cells

traditional forms of church
staff to carry out the

leadership

church of any size

can

do the work of pastoral

George

propose

are

insure

model where the staff does the

building

quality or care at very

but fewer staff are needed

care.

models of ministry that differ from the

staffmg. Their forms focus more

ministry.

that it is less staff

formation around the

gather for corporate worship,

organized to

What Mathison and

by the

a

and the

so

on

the

laity being equipped

This is far less staff intensive than the traditional

ministry. Their models would greatly reduce the

number

of staff necessary for the church to fiinction if the number of new staff can be reduced
from

one

per

one

hundred

new

William Easum touches

exception, the

second

world, music is

as

paid

members to
on

one

per 250

the issue of when to add

staff person should be

important

if not

new

more

a

particular

full time

important than the

members.

worship

sermon"

staff. "Without

leader. In

today's

(Staffmg 81).

He
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imderstands that for

key to

the

church

growth.

as a

rapidly growing

He also felt that

five hundred in

surpassed

church and

a

a

second

was a

perspective

be hired until the

pastor, who grew

church musician and that church

worship geared towards postmodernism,

on

as a

question his thoughts here

associate. However, he does write from the

emphasis

clergy person should not

Easum writes

worship.

church consultant. To

first staff member I hired

church to continue to grow, the music person is the

is

hi

a

large

since the

difficult,

680 without

averaged

of one who puts

a

a

an

great deal of

traditional church

setting,

a

different order of staffing is necessary.
Ministries

Ministries
a

or

programming

is

seen

church to grow. Within this literature

in the literature

as a

third vital link in

study that included

was a

150 churches from five

mainline denominations entitled "Effective Christian Education: A National
Protestant

Congregations."

denominations to

This

study examuied

related to

growth or decline" (Donahue

study refuted the hypothesis but discovered
determining

a

church's

ability to

study found that churches

Their

stacked

other factors

are

traditionally

used to

congregation,

a

can

of belief of a

and Benson

wealth of information

on

can

grow

be

The

grow.

church's decline

and age of membership

229).

the power of

through quality programs even when

against them. They discovered that many of the

excuse a

Study of

congregations from five

explore the hypothesis that the "content or style

congregation might be

programs in

150

allowing

factors

mcluding demographics, age

overcome

with

of

quality programming.

Chief among them is that growth is largely in the hands of the
congregation. It is related to trying hard to be a community of faith:

supporting the membership, teaching the denominational heritage,
utilizing member's talents, helping the members develop their faith and
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apply

it to their lives.

They reiterate this point;
mercy of prevailing

changes that

are

conclude their

relate

directly related to

even

indicating that congregations

news,

can

in fact foster

their mission

of growth"

"2.

as a

quality and fostering

(239).

Their results

are

a

not at the

community" (238). They

be

an

The final two

important

teaching the denominational

'thinking climate'

were

fascinating in that the role

foimd to be

of programming

serendipitous discovery for their study.
What their work does is add support to the

programming

offered

the sunmiary of the

by

a

mean

variety

study was

"quality programs" means
this

faith

areas as

are

growth through program

Program quality was found to

in such 'traditional'

3. Both program

predictive

but

and Benson 23 1)

study with three key points that are precursors to growth.

directly to programming:

heritage.

good

demographics,

predictor of growth,

was a

"This is

(Donahue

what is

sufficient

that staff and facilities

While the
for churches that

study does
are

of authors. One

not

a

one

other

importance

were

of

left unanswered in
assume

already in place?

that
Or does

programming?

report how rapidly the churches grew, it does give hope

in difficult situations. The

insight in this

the

Is the reader to

and facilities

added to aid the

be the lack of long-term commitment to

offered

on

question that was

quality program.

staffing

were

opinions

new

difficulty many churches encounter may

programs to facilitate

growth.

Callahan

area.

congregation intentionally decides to develop a specific major
program, it is important that that local congregation plan on four to five
years of development. It takes a considerable investment of leadership,
time and money to put in place the quality and caliber of major programs
that are found in effective, successfiil congregations. The normal
expectation is for immediate results. When they begin to sense that has
not happened and is not going to happen, they become disappointed and
depressed; they slacken the investment of leadership, time, and financial
Whenever

a
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resources;

finally they

lose heart and then wonder

program has failed to meet their
Once

again,

no

evidence is

why

such

a

worthwhile

expectations. (68)

offered, except for the impatience of American society.

Today's full-service program church is more likely to allocate a larger
percentage of its budget for advertising. Frequently a large share of that
figure is spent on direct-mail advertising designed to invite the recipient to
a particular weekday or evening event, program, activity, or group.
(Schaller Seven Dav. 69)
While this may be true from Schaller' s

writing,

he does not

even

offer

an

example

or

Case
Case studies

exploring

situation. "A

case

phenomenon within
phenomenon

situations in

study

is

an

an

sufficient
most

case

or

are

to

understand what is

validity

situations the

not

especially when the

a

of the

of the

in that

contemporary

boundaries between

clearly evident" (Yin 13).
Study Design

study would

increase

by studying multiple

validity of the study increases using

complexity

with his

happening

studies the researcher has to decide if the examination of one

if the

increases the

case

Study

empirical inquiry that investigates

Multi-Case
In

often is the

any data to document this.

attempt

its real-life context,

and context

as

type of research in which the investigator spends extensive time

are a

one or more

of churches,

study

a

multi-case

case

is

cases.

study, but this

In

also

study (Yin 33).

Therefore, the decision to undertake multiple-case studies cannot be taken
lightly. Every case should serve a specific purpose within the overall
scope of inquiry. Here, a major insight is to consider multiple cases as
^that is, to
one would consider multiple experiments [original emphasis]
follow a 'replication' logic. (45)
�

To

develop

a

multi-case

study that has replication logic,

must first be laid. This framework and solid

a

solid theoretical framework

procedures allow the study to be

conducted
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in

a

variety

of cases. The number of cases used is often determined

condition of the

cases.

time and financial

Another

resources

detemiining

by the extemal

factor in the number of replications is the

available to the researcher.
Protocol

Study protocol includes
followed in each of the
the

cases

the instmments,

to be studied.

reliability of case study research and is

out the

case

study" (Yin 63).

The

procedures, and general

"The

protocol

intended to

protocol needs to

is

guide

major tactic

a

the

include the

for the

study,

and

a

guideline

for the final report

in

investigator

increasing

in

carrying

following: overview

project, exacting procedures that can be duplicated, specific questions

guidelines

mles that will be

that

of

provide

(64-65).

Quantitative Study

Quantitative
researched.
"Research
is done

Quantitative

in the type of material that is

qualitative

tends to information that

can

be

specifically measured.

design in quantitative research is directed to control or explain variance.

by including

variables

research is different fi:om

as

certain research conditions,

independent variables

an

This

example being including additional

and these become control variables"

(Wiersma 100).

Interviews

Interview

197).

questions

can

be

selected-response

or

open-ended format (Wiersma

The researcher must decide which type best fits the

case

being studied.

that the interviewee understands every word of the

questions

should be clear

Interview

questions should be pretested to determine their validity.

so

The

question.

Procedures should be established to standardize the interviews. "The interview

should be stmctured

to

obtain the necessary information

businesslike atmosphere. If possible, there should be

efficiently in a friendly but

some

accuracy checks

on
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responses" (Wiersma 200).

These

procedures

the interview and how the interviewee's

need to take into account
a

number of possible

a

include how the data are collected

confidentiality is protected.

number of problems that

sources

in

can occur

procedures

interview. "There

are

of error in interview data: response effect of the

interviewee, predisposition of the interviewer, and inconsistent
when

an

These

during

or

unfavorable

procedures

conducting the interview" (201).
If open-ended format is chosen for the interview, each

fixrther
into his

probing question developed.
or

her

interviewee to

personal opinion.
an

These

also have

probes may push the person beyond the

In this situation the person

informant of the situation

question should

moves

a

facts

beyond being just an

(Yin 84).

Historical Research
The historical research
search is conducted
researcher

"the historical researcher discovers data

through documents and other

spends time examining vital

organization's past.
and then

occurs as

sources"

documents that

"Historical research is

a

Documents have intemal and extemal

validity.

and

the

The

provide a view of the

systematic

using the information to describe, analyze

(Wiersma 232).

as

process of searching for the facts

interpret the past" (231).

The extemal

validity is determined by

where, when, and by whom the document was produced. The extemal validity is
determined by
Pilot

an

examination of the tmstworthiness of the

contents

of the article

(238).

Study
A

pilot study

allows the researcher to refine the process of the collection of

information in terms of content of the information collected and the procedures used
collect the information. The

to

principal report fi-om the pilot project is a simmiary of what
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has been learned in the process and should be

implemented

in the multi-case

study that

is

to follow.

Summary of Literature
Carl

George's

work

came

the closest to

three of staff, facilities, and ministries
If his model of meta-church

manner.

the

expenditures

necessary for

can

were

addressing the

manner

with which the

be handled, but he does it in

adopted,

it has the

an

potential to greatly reduce

What if the church

staffing and facilities.

indirect

was

growing rapidly? What would happen if it underwent a major transformation
how

ministry was

was

determined the end result would better carry out the commission.

carried out? To

reshape the

Most of the other literature
vital. Little

guidance

and few

documented how programs

empirical evidence
A

church is

concern

so

docimiented
if the

of the

help

answer

reading:

is that each church must

and

were

found that gave

buildings.

what if there is

no

in its situation that

pattern?

no

set

What if each local

pattern

can

be

balancing of staff, facilities,

and ministries? What

closely listen to

calling,

how to best handle the

Yet Acts 6 does appear to

imless it

Only one study was foimd that actually

churches grow. No studies

church misses that, the church will

major risk,

offered, other than to build, hire, and

offered.

ever

uniquely created by God
as

are

importance of staffing

arises in the

a

in terms of

simply said that the particular areas were needed and

principals

program. Little documentation is

church would be

already

how God is

and if the

plateau or flounder?

provide a model

proclaim the gospel message.

This

called

to

vision

placed a priority on using their physical

was

for the church. The

the vision that

and human

early Church was

guided their steps. This

resources to

advance the
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message. Facilities

early

church used

gifts

of individuals

entirely
in their

upon the
use

valued

existiiig
were

an

proclamation while

intentional

people to
use

help

I have

1 studied five

eight

a

building new ones.

division of tasks

so

that

others cared for the church.

could focus

They were

intentional

given them.

rapidly growing

churches

examining how rapidly growing churches have

facilities, ministries, and staffing.

expenditures

in the

areas

of facilities,

a

fill this

A

study of rapidly

ministries, and staffing

missing piece of literature with a multi-case

rapidly growing

churches of the Central Texas Conference.

quantitative study of churches

for the 1990s. The data

explored

worship attendance, Simday school attendance, membership, total

areas:

indebtedness, total annual expenditures, and expenditures in the
and ministries. Data
The

The abilities and

some

carry out the mission God had

Thus the

missing piece.

study began with

included

on

sought to begin to

study design.
The

and their

fill this

they helped accomplish the task.

of resources may well exist in

A gap appears in the literature

growing churches

in how

used to create

successfully balanced spending

would

only

structures rather than

of facilities and

Such

today.

were

were

compared to the totals

quantitative portion of the study was

documents in each of the

congregations.

areas

of staff, facilities,

of the conference in each of the

followed

areas.

by a historical study of vital

Interviews with the pastors and

key lay people

of each church followed the review of documents.
I

hope

churches

this

study provides clues

during the

1990s.

to the

key

financial decisions made

by these
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CHAPTERS
PROBLEM

Rapidly growing churches

feel

a

constant strain

financially to provide enough

ministries, staff, and facilities. The purpose of this study is

growing United Methodist Churches (UMC) leverage
increase rates of growth. The
finances for

growth may be

theory behind this study

found in the churches that

understands that for churches to grow
intentional in their financial

planning to

Research

How have

ministries, staff,

resources to

principles

studied. The

of time,

maintain

or

of allocating

theory also

they must be

Questions

were

rapidly growing churches

and facilities within

financial allocations may have
which the churches made

were

are

rapidly

used to

guide this study.

1

a

Since the churches have been

the continued

is that

how

maintain the constant rate of growth.

following research questions

Question

assess

financial

rapidly for long periods

Research

The

to

areas

sustain the

pivotal decisions

growth.

I

a

hoped to

pattern to the
find the

manner

in

and to examine if those decisions influenced

1 also

hoped to discover financial mistakes

made and then examine the influence those

that

negative decisions had upon the growth

of the churches.

Research Question 2
How do these

of

ten-year period?

growing for at least a decade,

helped

growth of the churches.

balanced financial allocations in the

rapidly growing churches

compare to the churches of the Central

Texas Conference in terms of leveraging financial resources?
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An element of this

study

is

a

comparison of the

selected churches with the other

churches of the Central Texas Conference. I examined to

see

if the selected churches

vary from the other conference churches in their financial

expenditures

for staff,

ministries, and facilities. If they did vary in their expenditures, I hoped to discover if the
difference

played

Research

Question

a

role in the

growth of the

selected churches.

3

What process has been used to make financial decisions to aid

This

planning

question helped in understanding

came

in response to the

growth they experienced.

decisions, I hoped to discover the basis
Research

Question

if the churches

or

growth?

plarmed to

grow

or

if their

If they did make intentional

rationale behind the decisions.

4

What other factors such

style

as

of ministry

or

cultural circumstances affected the

decision-making process?
Each of the selected churches is

understand what other forces

were

a

unique situation.

I examined the churches to

involved in the church's financial decision

making.

Population
This

study was

a

multi-case

embedded multi-case design with

represented

a

diversity was

multiple units

diverse group of churches thus
not

intentional. It

The churches selected

when] selection

exceptional

design using

is based upon

innovative

came

were a

five

subject

churches. This

was an

of analysis. The five churches

providing validity to the findings. This

because these five churches met the criteria.

"unique-case

'unique

or rare

selection."

attributes in

a

"Unique-case

selection:

population' such as

program" (Merriam 50). By examining the

five diverse

[is

an

churches.
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I

hoped to find

continued

a

decision

This

pattern of decisions that

Wagner was

study,

a. variation

used. This model

membership total

The three
one

categories are

members,

nor

Sunday

Wagner's

no

do UM Churches

uses a

figure

called the

adult

Sunday

model

was

used

and C.

composite membership.
membership,

used to compensate for inaccurate

or

average

by three (7).

inflated

reporting in

distinction is made between inactive members and active

distinguish between adult Sunday

Sunday

for active

and

membership and total

school.
was

the time frame for the

to access the financial decisions the churches made and the

churches'

school attendance and

study, therefore, Waymire

substituting total membership

The decade of the 1990s

study.

Ten years

was

needed

resulting impact on the

growth.

The
A 7

by Bob Waymire

school attendance divided

school attendance. For the purpose of this

school for adult

Sunday

of the model created

category. The variation used for this study follows. In reporting of data of

United Methodist Churches,

total

implemented resulting in

is the simrmation of the church's active

worship attendance, and average

any

were

growth.

For the purpose of this
Peter

or

growth rate

percent growth

rapid growth would

of 7 percent

aimually was the

factor used in

rate means the church would double in size

force the church into

a

choosing churches.

during the decade.

number of financial decisions that

This

were

studied.
Seven churches in the Central Texas Conference had

criterion of this study. Two

were

United Methodist Church due

not

to the

a

growth rate that met the

chosen; Saint Andrew's where I

pastor's

serve

and Hutto

health situation. The five selected churches
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vary in

location, ethnic representation, and size. The churches
Drive United Methodist

Methodist Church,

Campus

Methodist Church,

Bosqueville

are

Aledo United

Church, White's Chapel United

United Methodist Church, and First United Methodist

Church, Mansfield.
Data Sources

The

design

of this multi-case

study began

with the

make intentional financial decisions that facilitate
churches

were

selected that met the

A data collection

protocol

was

individual churches. Short individual

theory

or

With that

study reports were

case

were

theory in mind,

of rapidly

The data collection

From the culmination of reports, conclusions

used to either support the

growth.

predetermined measure

developed.

churches

theory that growing

was

growing

five

churches.

carried out in five

written

on

each church.

drawn. These conclusions

were

then

modify the theory (Yin 49).

Conference Documents

The
in the

areas

project began with
of membership,

allocation of fimds in the

journals

a

statistical

study of the subject

worship attendance, Simday

areas

special attention given to

growth

school attendance, and

of staff, ministries, and facilities. The data

of the Central Texas Conference. The

in each area, with

churches' annual

analysis mcluded the

abnormal increases

or

came

from the

annual rate of growth

decreases in each

category.
A test for normal distribution

normal

expenditures

was run

initially.

This established the baseline of

in the Central Texas Conference in the

and facilities. Once this

was

these churches had different

established,

an

categories of staff, ministries,

analysis of variance was

spending patterns.

run

to

determine if
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Historical Documents
The historical research

research for this

project hegan

was

with

the second

an

phase

of the process. The historical

examination of all the

documents for the decade of the 1990s. The amount of and
information varied

widely

records, while others had

a

tremendous system for

it must present the

facility,

a new

plan at

examination of such docimients allowed

church may

a

glimpse

newsletters
these

was

of how the details of the

during key periods

projects

were

a

church/charge

around these

virtually no

conference. An

plans adopted by the

were

a

broad

picture

of what had taken

major decisions provided

information provided

The second

place

The

was

vital but
to

the

that the interviews often

not

new

initially

glimpse

point of this
was

in the church

during the

study

obtained within

provided me

decade. This

reason was

testimony of the interviewees.

church.
to

The second

pointed to particular decisions or issues that were

evident in the documents. 1

information

of how

historical

the information

After the interviews 1 retumed to the documents. The first

reason was

a

backgroimd on developing key questions for each local

determine if the documents corroborate the

decade

carried out. An examination of the

twofold. The first is to seek to corroborate the information that

(Yin 81).

written

major administrative body for the

publicized within the congregation.

the semi-structured interviews
with

plans

of the historical

adopt a long-range plan or

to view the formal

me

conference

documenting their histories.

a

churches. An examination of the minutes of the

gave

quality

in the churches. Some churches had

hi the United Methodist Church before

build

church/charge

provided within the

was

looking for documents that related

interviews.
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Interviews

Following

the

of the statistical data and the collection of historical

analysis

documents, 1 conducted semi-structured interviews

leadership
questions
and B.

of each church. A

for the pastor and

Specific questions

research.

Significant

additional

questions.

The

laity.

also

arose

positions

second standard used in

included, for they
Interview

as

The first

are

protocol.

chairpersons,

by personality,

I worked

conducted in

arranged the

a room

the interviews with
notes

during each

and

quantitative
were

and historical

the basis of the

not

during the

interview

decade. The

question, "Who

part of this

names are

answer

by position.

senior pastor of each church to

project to

the

potential

interview time at the church. Each interview

at the church. The

A

interview with the

leaders

lay

whose

through the

was

interviews with pastors lasted about

laity lasted about thirty minutes.

I used

a

one

hour and

tape recorder and took

session. I assured the interviewee of confidentiality and asked for

permission before quoting the person in the
right or wrong

Appendixes

finance chairs, administrative council/board

why?" Individuals

leaders

found in

was an

arrange the interviews. The senior pastors mtroduced the

interviewees and

are

selecting the laity was the result of the

is the leader of this church and

were

such

Staff Parish Relations

questions

found in those studies

manners.

lay

developed that contains specific

was

at each church after the

were

chosen in two

individuals who had held

interview

The interview

variances that

laity were

chairpersons.

general

with the senior pastors and

answers

final paper. I also assured the person that

existed in this process.

outside of the interview

questions to pursue

During the

any issue that

no

interviews 1 used prompts
arose

that

was

pertinent to this
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study.

In each
Pilot

setting

study.

I

A

Church. Lake Worth is

parameters

it

as

wore

pilot study was
a

averaged

church's rate of growth

the attire that

was

customary in that church.

conducted at Lake Worth United Methodist

small suburb of Fort Worth. The church
an

was

aimual

fast

growth rate

enough

of 6.5 percent

for similar

barely missed the

during the

dynamics, and the

1990s. The

church is also

similar to Aledo United Methodist Church in context.
The

study.

A

pilot study allowed a test

professional

opportunity to

see

statistician

of the

reliability

developed the

that the necessary data

were

of each instrument used in the

statistical

analysis.

This

was an

available and the proper tests

were

being

run.

The

pilot study offered the opportunity to

reflect

on

the type of historical data that

had been collected and to make the necessary modifications. It also
the interview
manner

made

questions

to determine if they

the interviewees understood. After

changes
The

before the

in the interview

pilot study was

a

were

addressing the

provided

a

testing

proper issues in

completing the interviews

at Lake

of

a

Worth,

I

questions to strengthen the quality of the questions.

practice

primary study began.

The

session in

collecting data and following procedures

findings were not included

in this

study.

Data Collection Procedures

The initial data collection

came

in three stages. The first stage

was

the collection

of statistical data from the journals of the Central Texas Conference. The data

were

checked with the Central Texas Conference statistician to insure that what has been

published was accurate.

The data

were

given to

the statistician for the

The second stage of data collection involved

a

gathering

appropriate tests.

of records for each of the
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churches. A letter

was

sent to

the senior pastor of each church

asking

for the

information from the 1990s. This information included any long-range
not

approved by the church,

minutes of all

administrative board/council

church/charge

and newsletters

meetings,

conferences. I asked to

church/charge conferences,
leading

up to

specific

plans approved

minutes of

or

following

pick up the material two weeks prior to

my

interviews at the church and offered to reimburse the church for any expense in
the

What I received varied

copies.

greatly from nothing to

containing the specified documents

helpfiil

a

specially

or

creating

created notebook

thought would be

and other documents the pastor

from each year of the decade.
The third stage

the interview stage. 1 recorded

was

While I had

transcripts developed from the interviews.
questions,

the information

any necessary refinement

Analysis

gathered during

or

of the data

refining the study

and

additional
was an

determining

the three stages, I had interview

congregational
worked with

reflection team

me

in

importance

was

were

standard set of interview

questions.

transcripts,

statistical data for each church that

tape all interviews and had

the first two data collection stages influenced

on-going process,
the

a

on

as

1 had to make decisions

of various

pieces

field notes, historical

of information. After

documents, and

organized for final analysis. Individuals on the

given all the data from each church.

creating summaries

on

The individuals

fi-om the data.
Variables

The

financial

primary variable in this project was the selected churches' allocation of

resources

to the areas

of staffing,

ministry,

and facilities.

that these churches had made financial decisions that may

or

My hypothesis was

may not have facilitated
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their initial

growth,

churches had grown

significant role
A

but

did

they

play

for

rapidly

a

role in the continued

a

decade, and their

use

growth.

of financial

The selected

resources

played

a

in this.

quantitative

to determine if their

scale

was

used

on

the

subjects to

two

measure

spending patterns significantly differed from the

the Central Texas Conference.

Secondly,

did the churches make

areas.

The first

was

other churches in

significant changes

in

spending patterns during the decade?
The

qualitative aspect

quantitative study. First,

of this research

did the churches'

examine two aspects of the

sought to

spending patterns have intentionahty;

budget to grow? Second, did the spending patterns reflect the

did

they

mission and values of the

church?
Other variables included the churches'
their intentional
to see

were

The

spending?

if the churches'

of directions encountered

location

was

or

subject churches were

growth. Another possible variable

by the

church

during the decade.

outside of the churches that

examined

as a

prompted

variable. Did the economic

neighborhood play a role in the church's growth?
congregation and how it viewed its mission was
was

the

style of ministry the churches

attention
to

on

sustain?

examined

during the

case

studies

spending precipitated the growth, helped maintain the growth,

the consequence of the

happen within

Did the churches grow because of

growth.

themselves

or

a new

or

a

events

or

changes

significant event

direction? Each churches'

cultural conditions of the

The intemal attitude of each

addressed

embodied. Did the

out into the

Did

were

or

community?

as a

style

Was the

variable. A final variable
focus the churches'

style of ministry expensive
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Control
The basic control of this

criterion of rapidly

study

growing United

arises from

churches that meet the

Methodist churches in the Central Texas Conference.

When choices needed to be made between
to

selecting

churches, I chose the churches located closest

Arlington for my convenience.
Data
A certain amount of data

Throughout the study I

Analysis

analysis took place

made decisions

at every

stage of the study.

regarding the importance

of each

piece

of

information.
For the

quantitative aspect

normal distribution and

depended

an

of this

analysis

setting

professional
are

statistician used

the tests he

a

test for

suggested, and

I

study.

qualitative portion of the study,

each church. In each

a

of variance. These

upon him to do this part of the

For the

study,

I built

an

individual data collection for

I sorted the information from the interviews and

sought to

corroborate it with the historical data. I used this information and the information from
the

quantitative study to

provide balance
help

sort

seek convergence of multiple

in this process, I used members of the

through material.

work, and I used that
After

summary to

help guide

a

principles found

across

analyzed the

To

reflection team to

or

her

my work.

was a

each

(Yin 93).

short summary of his

for each individual church, 1 looked for

the data of each of the five churches. This

A second group also

of evidence

congregational

The team member would write

completing this

discover basic

sources

a

correlation from

vital component of my

study,

to

congregation.

data collected. The

congregational reflection
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team

as a

viewpoint

group examined the data
on

during

our

team

meetings.

This

provided

the data than mine alone and revealed issues I had overlooked.

a

broader
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CHAPTER 4
THE STUDY

The purpose of this

to test the thesis that

study was

make intentional financial decisions in the

rapidly growing

of facilities,

areas

churches

and ministries to

staffing,

continue to grow. I found five churches in the Central Texas Conference that had

experienced a sustained
study

growth rate

of 7 percent for the decade of the 1990s. The

consisted of a review of the statistics listed in the joumals of the Central Texas

Conference,
and

annual

a

study

of historical documents at the churches, and interviews with the

laity

clergy.
The

study focused on answering the following questions.

churches balanced financial allocations in the
within

a

areas

of ministries,

ten-year period? How did their allocations in the

facilities compare to the

expenditures

What process did the churches
other factors such

as

areas

How have these

staff, and facilities

of ministries, staff, and

of the churches of the Central Texas Conference?

to make financial decisions to aid their

use

style of ministry or cultural

growth?

What

circumstances affected the decision

making process?
The results of the

study

found in the

are

each individual church studied and
two

or more

a

following summaries:

final summary that lists

a

summary of

key findings

that surfaced in

of the churches.

History

of Campus Drive United Methodist Church

Campus Drive United Methodist Church is

a

predominately African American

Church founded in 1981 in southeast Fort Worth. During Campus Drive's first decade,
the church had three pastors. The

foimding pastor stayed two years.

The second pastor
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stayed

for six years.

He

elder in full comiection

was

by

initially appointed

as a

probationary deacon

the time he left the church. He arrived at

By that time

the church had

a

attendance of eighty and

Sunday school

attendance of thirty.

June 1 989.

The next

year's appointment

clergy was not available
a

part-time

is listed

at the time of

student pastor. He

membership

as

"to be

of 175,

an

supplied."

This

was an

Drive in

Campus

average

appointments. Eventually the

and

worship

ordained

means an

conference

supplied

appointed with the understanding two retired elders

was

fi-om the Central Texas Conference would mentor him. One person interviewed

described what ensued
person

being

as

"chaos." No

one was

interviewed felt the church

church suffered. The church went into

a

After three years of pastor "to be

appointed

in 1992. The church

was

the leader of the

"abandoned"

congregation.

by the conference,

The

and the

slight decline during this period.
supplied,"

the Rev. Roderick Miles

experienced a major crisis

was

in 1997 when the roof of the

sanctuary collapsed. During the fifteen months of rebuilding the church, the

congregation

shared space with

a

predominately white congregation

miles away. The rate of growth slowed
soon as

the church retumed to their
The

study of documents

at

located about three

significantly during that time but resumed

as

facility.

Campus

Drive netted very little information. The

document available other than church conference reports

was a

only

one-page sheet that

contained the church's mission statement.
Interviews from

Campus

For the interview

Drive

portion of the study, the pastor and six laity were included.

lay people included a charter member

and

a

member of only three years. The six

The

people
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either held

or

currently

hold the

positions

of lay leader, Administrative Board chair. Staff

Parish Relations chair, Trustees chair, and Finance chair.
at the church and

congregational

taped. Manuscripts

of the interviews

reflection team and I reviewed the

Every interview was

were

conducted

created. A member of the

manuscripts to

discover

common

themes from the interviews.
The interviews

financial
to

brought forth

expenditures in the areas of staff,

Campus' grov^h during the
The first

leadership.
had

some

insight is the

interesting insights relating to

ministries and facilities and how these related

1990s.
role of the pastor at

Campus

participated in the long-range planning process.

highest esteem."

was a

"white church

Rev. Miles'

leadership

every interview. A second

insight was

when the roof of the church

collapsed.

years when the roof collapsed

so we

was seen

one

of vital

Mrs. Jones

was

They viewed him as their leader.

Rev. Miles had two cautions

be avoided. The

a

followed his

for the church followed his

be rebuih. The

process in

is not held in the
was

in terms of

spiritual growth ministry" permeated
responded to

the crisis in 1997

said, "Rev. Miles had been here 6-7

leadership."

reflected

The

by

This

leadership role

each of the

lay people

leadership role was very important in

leadership in setting financial priorities.

concerning spending.

only time the church borrowed in the

collapsed and had to

replied that the

in two ways. The first

how the church

played by the pastor at Campus Drive UMC
interviewed.

Rev. Miles

thing where the pastor

vision. His vision of "every member involved in

study

Drive is

The vision of the church arises from the pastor. When asked if the church

the Book of Discipline

this

the church's

The first

1990s

laity interviewed were

was

was

that debt should

when the roof

open to the church

borrowing
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money, but since Rev. Miles is not, the church has not moved in this direction.
A second caution

was

staff. The church should
hand

or

already

any risks in the

The

church should not take financial risks for

a

only move

forward in these two

areas

of facility

Campus,

pajanents firom $1,500
use

of ministries takes

to

$1,000

a

church should take risks is in ministries.
on

the

month. His

plan was to bring

develop ministries.

the mortgage payments

He believes that the

fiinding

priority over other areas because ministries reach people who

and church.

programs, but this

a

set out to refinance the loan and reduced the

the extra money to

Over the decade the church

community

when the money is at

areas

Rev. Miles foimd the church three months behind

mortgage payments. He immediately

give.

or

staffing.

or

where Rev. Miles believed

at

current, then to

buildings

committed. The church has followed Rev. Miles' lead and has not taken

area

Upon arriving

that

was

developed

a

series of ministries that reach

people

children and

youth

Initially a special emphasis

was

put

on

in the

broadened to reach adults.

When Rev. Miles arrived, he said the

history of the church was

for facilities to

shape the ministry. Today they are moving toward ministry shaping facilities.
could be said of the

in turn

budget,

for the

budget seems to

grow out of and is

The

same

shaped by the

ministry vision.
One

area

that the

laity

gave greater

importance than Rev.

Miles

of an administrative staff person. As the church grew. Rev. Miles had

everything in the
hiring

an

church office. Every

laity interviewed spoke

of the

spoke of this,

he did not

in the

hiring

difficulty doing

importance

administrative assistant for Rev. Miles to allow him to focus

the church. While Rev. Miles

was

on

of

the ministries of

give the emphasis to

it that the
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laity

did. Where Rev. Miles gave

helped change the worship style
the music staff person but

emphasis was

of the

thought the

in the

congregation.

hiring

The

of a music staff person who

laity expressed

administrative person

was more

admiration for

influential in the

growth.
Another

area

of importance

Each person interviewed

spoke

of how

AAdtness to how their lives had been

tithe. The

laity.

Each interviewee

An

Holy Spirit.

this

as a

resources

to

Several of the

in every part of the church

vital part of the

expand the ministries
Drive

was

of tithing.

laity gave

they began to

by the pastor

growth of Campus

and the

Drive because it

of the church.

the church's

understanding

of the role

underlying thought that ran through the interviews was that the
were

repeated expressions

Spirit was doing in their midst. They understand that

founded upon the movement of the

Study

importance

in the last decade because

at work in their church. There

Spirit of God was

Statistical

changed

thought about Campus

One final

the work the

saw

Drive is the

important tithing is.

importance of tithing is taught

gave them the financial

of the

regarding Campus

of thanks for

all the church does is

Holy Spirit.

of Campus Drive

During the

1990s the

community aroimd Campus Drive

within one-half mile grew from 985 to 2,202 for

an

grew. The

population

increase of 123.6 percent. Blacks

accounted for 64.8 percent of the population (North Texas .5 Area Summary of 4500

Campus Drive).
of 7.9%. Blacks

The

area

were

(North Texas 2000

within three miles grew from 79,81 1 to 86,128 for

the

3 Area

blacks in the three-mile

predominate

ethnic group with 41 .4 percent of the

an

increase

population

Summary of 4500 Campus Drive). The total population for

area

declined from 40,109 to 35,678

during the

1990s.
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Campus

Drive's rate of growth exceeded the rate of the

The rate of growth of tlie total of membership,

decade
in the

was

one

126 percent. This rate of growth

half mile

area

The individual

was

of 123.6 percent, and

increase for the three-mile

worship,

community's growth.

Sunday school

and

slightly higher than the

for the

rate of growth

substantially higher than 7.9 percent

area.

area

growth rates

were

membership

138.6 percent,

worship

100

percent, Sunday school 128 percent and total growth 126.6 percent. This is in comparison
to the conference rates of growth

school -2.8 percent and total

Campus

membership

1 1.2 percent,

worship

10.8 percent,

Sunday

growth 9.8 percent.

Drive

Percentage

Rate of Growth

vs.

Conference

160
140
120
100
80

@ Campus Drive
B Conference

60
40
20
0

Membership

Worship

Sunday

school

Total

-20

FIGURE 4.1

CAMPUS DRIVE AND CENTRAL TEXAS CONFERENCE
PERCENTAGE RATE OF GROWTH FOR 1990-1999

The

growth rates of expenditures were staff 284.4 percent, ministries 796.7
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percent, and facihties 561.8 percent. The conference

rates of growth

were

staff 53.1

percent, ministries 78.4 percent, and facihties 103 percent.

Campus

Drive

Percentage

Rate of Growth) in

Expenditures

vs.

Conference

900
800
700
600

500

? Campus Drive

400

� Conference

300
200
100

0
ministries

staff

facilities

FIGURE 4.2
CAMPUS DRIVE AND CENTRAL TEXAS CONFERENCE

PERCENTAGE RATE OF GROWTH OF EXPENDITURES FOR 1990-1999

The

across

analysis of variance

determined any difference in the

mean

for each variable

the church for the decade but not for individual years. The data used in this

analysis

does

of 0.0001

.

A

come

from

a

normal distribution. The test for

multiple regression analysis

was

normality yielded a p value

performed for Campus Drive to study the

impact of the variables staff, ministries, facilities, debt, and total expenditures had upon
the variables of membership,

Using membership

as

worship,

and

the variable

facilities, and total expenditures

was

a

Sunday

school attendance.

model, containing staff, debt, ministry,

calculated with

an

R-squared coefficient of
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determination

(P>0.024] )

(R')

were

0.9860. Staff (P>F=.0050), debt

to

statistically significant

expenditures (P>F=0.0765)
influence

on

membership

Using worship
and total

expenditures

as

is not

was

(P>F=0.0765)

the

was

variable,

a

membership

model

calculated with

school

as

an

were

the variable,
was

ministry

Although

0.05 level, it exhibits

a

total

minor

containing staff, debt, ministry,

significant at the

with

0.05

facilities

R^ of 0.9438. Staff (P>F=.00 17), debt

statistically significant with p values <0.05.
a

model

calculated with

statistically significant

is not

of 0.05.

and

in this model.

facilities, and total expenditures

(P>0.0058)

alpha level

at the

significant at the

(P>F=.0004), and ministry (P>0.0070)
Using Sunday

(P>F=.0241),

containing staff, debt, ministry,
an

alpha level

R^ of 0.73 1 1
of 0.05.

level, it exhibits

a

.

Ministry

Although debt

minor influence

on

in this model.

Using

the total of worship,

Sunday school,

and

membership

and total

as

the variable,

a

calculated

model

containing staff, debt, ministry, facilities,

with

R' of 0.9714. Staff (P>F=.0002), debt (P>F=.00002), and ministry (P>0.0066)

were

a

statistically significant with alpha level of 0.05.

expenditures

was
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TABLE 4.1
MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR CAMPUS DRIVE

SUNDAY
MEMBERSHIP

WORSHIP

SCHOOL

TOTAL

R^

0.9860

0.9438

0.7311

0.9714

STAFF

0.0050

0.0017

MINISTRY

0.0124

0.0070

0.0058

0.0066

DEBT

0.0241

0.0004

0.0876

0.0002

TOTAL

0.0765

0.0002

FACILITIES

The

importance

of ministry

expenditures relating

corresponds with information gathered in the
interviewed

common

more

spoke

of the great

belief that such

people
The

importance

into the

importance

expenditures

to

Campus Drive's growth

interview. Rev. Miles and the

of spending for ministries.

staff reflects the

importance

of spending

of hiring

administrative assistant.

an

on

They

expand the ministries

importance of Campus

repaired.

$86,000

to

The year

Drive

laity's understanding

felt the

of the

hiring

of an administrative

congregation.
reasons.

The first may

following the return, the indebtedness nearly doubled from

steady decline

the church had

of the

returning to their facility after the collapsed roof

$160,000, and the church began to

would be the

a

would reach the needs of people and thus draw

The role of debt may be unportant for two very different

was

They held

congregation.

assistant freed Rev. Miles to

reflect the

laity

grow

again.

The second

of the church's debt from 1990 to 1997.

possible reason

During that period

significant growth with steadily increasing expenditures in staff and

ministries, while having

a

steadily declining indebtedness.
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TABLE 4.2
1 990-1999 STATISTICAL INFORMATION FOR CAMPUS DRIVE UMC

Sunday
Membership Worship School

Total

Staff

25

248

$31,217

75

18

301

90

28

305

33,618
36,967
36,111
41,250
48,282
56,783
71,431
87,614
119,988

1990

153

70

1991

208

1992

187

1993

197

88

21

306

1994

248

120

48

416

1995

277

152

53

482

1996

311

154

55

520

1997

343

149

43

535

1998

347

149

47

543

1999

365

140

57

562

History
Aledo United Methodist Church

was

Ministries Facilities Indebtedness

$1,638 $17,558
3,721 16,160
2,538 16,895
4,262 11,340
6,351 15,450
8,503 16,500
6,295 17,391
4,356 26,311
7,886 29,360
14,688 116,196

102,000
102,000
95,000
100,000
86,000
160,000
256,210

edge of the metropolitan area.

moved closer to Aledo,

commimity has
residential

so

that Aledo

now

been transformed from

a

119,240
126,380
153,109
203,260
344,462

founded in 1878. Aledo is located about
a

small

Over the last three decades. Fort Worth has
would be considered

a

small suburb. The

farming and ranching community to

a

conmiunity.

The church remained

fairly constant in size until the

1970s. At that time the

growth of the metropolitan area was beginning to touch Aledo.
with two decades of consistent

year

82,061
101,485

of Aledo

twenty miles southwest of downtown Fort Worth. For many decades it remained
town on the

total

$111,320$ 65,737
111,000 69,316
105,000 82,485

The church

responded

growth. The church doubled in size during that twenty-

period.
During the

the three-mile

area

1 990s the

community began to

grow at

surrounding the church grew at the rate

population grew from 2,697 to 3,993.

a

rapid pace.

For the

decade,

of 48. 1 percent. The

The commumty is 95.9 percent white

(North Texas
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3 Mile Area

Simimary of 1 00).

significantly during that time period

The church grew

with

a

growth

rate

of 146.7

percent. The church had steady growth in the years 1990-1993. The growth slackened
between 1994-1996 and resumed at

correspond to
interviewed

a

rapid rate

from 1997-1999. These segments of time

the three different pastors who served Aledo

reported that the

did not

respond

leaving

Aledo.

church

responded very well

during

the decade. The

to the first and third

well to the second. The second pastor left the active

laity

pastors but

ministry after

Interviews at Aledo UMC

The interviews included Mike Dawson, pastor, and
held

or

do hold

key leadership positions

church historian who

provided

access

historical documents included two

seven

lay people who

in the church. One of the

to records

dating back to

long-range plans,

laity is

the current

1920. The

study of

church conference records and

newsletters from the 1990s. The historical documents revealed themes that
in the interviews. Aledo 's

priority shapes the
The

on

was

in

developing

included

and

laity

that

and

arose

throughout the

clergy were

interviews

shaping the church.

was

the

priority

The

of spending

in agreement that Aledo UMC's greatest

ministries. A difference in what those

laity spoke

the decade

was

echoed

priority

important ministries were

arose.

The

During

instrumental in

were

staff and the facilities.

major theme

ministries. The

priority of ministry is

have

of ministries in terms of developing children and

they felt the

well known in the

church had created excellent children and

community for these.

The children's program

youth programs.
youth programs
was

built
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around

a

program,
an

weekday ministry that was highly

they had hired

education

building.

1980s, but they did

During the

an

successful. To accommodate the

excellent lead staff person and

The education

building

had

not have sufficient fimds to

mid 1990s, the program needed

completed the

more

second floor of

initially been constructed

complete the
space,

so

growing

interior of the

in the

building.

the church raised the money to

complete the facility.
The

capable

youth ministry had also begun to

staff person to lead the program.

involved and

trip

each

especially the

purchased

as

so

the church decided to hire

They are very proud

number of youth who

A house

summer.

grow

participate

a

of the number of youth

in the conference mission

part of a property acquisition for fiiture

expansion was given to the youth to help their growing ministry.
While the

priority
area

laity mentioned youth

and children, what Mike discussed

of helping the poor. Aledo is located in

served

by helping agencies. Consequently,

consist of people in great need who

are

an area

no

parks

population.

in the

community.

church in Aledo. This

spoke of

out to this

segment

A

by-product of the

given the church a very positive

mission work

opinion on which ministries

length of tenure

the church from the

and had

was

positive image of the

image drew a number of new visitors.

The difference in
been related to the

the church

He felt this mission work had been instrumental in the church

developing a positive self-image upon his arrival
image

near

services. When Mike

ministries, he discussed several projects in which the church reached
of the

the

where the poor fall outside of the

several trailer

receiving

was

in the church. The

perspective of ten

or more

were

vital to the church may have

majority of the laity were viewing

years, while Mike's

perspective

was

four.
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The children's
was

also

ministry was fairly well established when

growing prior to

Mike's arrival. The

ministries, while in principal they

were

laity had

already

The church's concept of ministries first
for

during the
to

The church has moved from

worship.

decade.

consider

purchase

a

when

Only

Before

larger sanctuary.

additional land.

they were

one

at

in

be

to three

capacity

when Mike arrived.

seen

in how space has been used

Sunday morning worship

in two of the services did

services

they begin

they could build the sanctuary, they had to

1998 and 1999, the church spent

During

youth group

the emergence of these two

seen

place

can

Mike arrived. The

$300,000

acquire

to

property adjacent to their facility. This substantially increased their indebtedness with no
immediate benefit other than the

youth. Regret
was

of the land not

use

being purchased

One

if it

helps

area

to

Mike

perceived

seek to administer the church

a

as

the land

purchased

in earlier years when it

accomplish the mission

said, "The church has become

on

was

less

for the

expensive

The church's attitude towards debt is that it is

expressed in the interviews.

appropriate

of one of the homes

as a

negative

of the church.

was

the lack of administrative staff. He

Saint Bemard and still thinks it is

a

if one hundred attended

Mike feels

worship.

puppy." They

still

they have

hired great program staff for the ministries, but the program staff needs administrative

support to continue

to be effective. Without

will be overwhelmed

by the growth

appropriate support staff,

the program staff

and not be affective.

Statistical Study of Aledo UMC
Aledo UMC's rate of growth for the decade exceeded that of the

146.7 percent
areas.

to 48.1

The individual

community's

percent. The church grew significantly in each of the measured

growth rates were membership

120.9 percent,

worship

208.8
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percent,
time

Sunday school

177.6 percent and total

the conference grew at the rates of:

period

percent, Sunday school -2.8 percent and total

Aledo's

Percentage

growth

146.6 percent.

membership

expenditures

Growth for 1990s

vs.

11

During this

same

percent, worship 10.8

9.3 percent.

Conference

250
200
150

@ Aledo

100

� Conference
50

�

0
-50

Membership

Worship

Sunday

School

Total

FIGURE 4.3
ALEDO DRIVE AND CENTRAL TEXAS CONFERENCE

PERCENTAGE RATE OF GROWTH FOR 1990-1999

Aledo's

for Aledo

were

expenditures also

a

faster rate than the conference. The increases

staff 196.6 percent, ministries 461 percent and facilities 1 1 15.4 percent.

The conference increases
103 percent.

grew at

were:

staff 53.1 percent, ministries 78.4 percent, and facilities
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Aledo's Percentage Growth in

Expenditures

vs.

Conference

1000

�-

800

?Aledo
600

�Conference

400

200

Staff

Ministries

Facilities

FIGURE 4.4

ALEDO AND CENTRAL TEXAS CONFERENCE

PERCENTAGE RATE OF GROWTH OF EXPENDITURES FOR 1990-1999

The percentage rate of increase of ministries

and historical documentation. The church not

were

only spoke

they also increased their expenditures significantly.

The

facilities is not in union with the interviews. Part of this

property around the church and the related expenses.
to the

completion of the

second floor of the education

consistent with the interviews
of the

importance of ministries

growth in the expenditures on
growth is

A second

building.

due to

acquisition of

part of this growth is due
A third

part of this

growth is that the church's facilities are aging and in need of constant maintenance.
The

across

analysis of variance determined a difference

in the

mean

for each variable

the church for the decade but not for individual years. The data used in this

analysis

does

of 0.0001. A

come

fi^om

a

normal distribution. The test for

normality yielded a p value

multiple regression analysis was performed for Aledo

to

study the unpact
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of the variables staff, ministries, facilities, debt, and total

expenditures

had upon the

variables of membership, worship, and Sunday school attendance.

Using membership
facilities,
and total

and total

as

the variable

expenditures

was

expenditures (P>0.0001)

a

model, containing staff, debt, ministry,

calculated with

were

statistically significant

Although total expenditures (P>F=0.0765) is
minor influence

on

membership

Using worship
and total

as

Using Sunday

were

school

as

facilities, and total expenditures
and total

model
with

total for

an

0.05.

0.05 level, it exhibits

a

R^ of 0.9576. Debt (P>F=.0439) and total

the variable

was

a

model

calculated with
were

of 0.05.

containing staff, debt, ministry,
a

R^ of 0.9563. Debt (P>0.0191)

statistically significant at the alpha level

worship, Sunday school,

and

membership

and total

as

expenditures

R^ of 0.9709. Debt (P>F=.00092) and total (P>0.0001)

alpha level

level 0.05.

model, containing staff, debt, ministry, facilities,

containing staff, debt, ministry, facilities,

an

significant at the

alpha

statistically significant at the alpha level

expenditures (P>F=0.0001)
Using the

a

calculated with

expenditures (P>F=.00001)

not

at the

(P>F=.0098)

in this model.

the variable

expenditures was

of 0.9568. Debt

an

were

0.05.

the variable,

was

a

calculated

statistically at the
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TABLE 4.3

MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR ALEDO UMC
AREAS OF SIGNIFICANCE

MEMBERSHIP WORSHIP SUNDAY SCHOOL

Total

0.9658

0.9576

0.9563

0.9709

DEBT

0.0098

0.0439

0.0191

0.0092

TOTAL

0.0001

0.0001

0.0001

0.0001

STAFF
MINISTRY
FACILITIES

Two

possible

reasons

for the apparent role of debt in Aledo's

apparent. The first is that the church shows
1998. This decrease in

expenditure

on

a

steady

decrease in debt from 1990

debt allowed increases in

ministries, and facilities. The decrease did not net the church
the church to allocate the money to other
in

a manner

that

areas.

This

growth became

new

expenditures on staffing,

more

income but allowed

allocation may have been spent

prompted growth.

A second

possible

reason

for the role of debt may be that the

last year of the decade.

occurred

during the

growing

at its fastest rate

During

growth

in debt

1998 and 1999, the church

of the decade. This rate of growth tied to the

rapid

was

escalation of

debt may have created this statistical indication of relationship between debt and

However, the debt incurred

property netted the
reason

for the debt

reflecting the

through

was

primarily for property for fiiture expansion.
expand current ministries.

church

only a vacant house

being

significant factor on the growth,

real factors.

a

to

it is

a case

growth.

This
If this is the

of statistics not
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The influence of total

church had

a more

expenditures

on

the

growth may reflect that in practice

balanced view of spending in the

areas

of staff,

facilities than the interviews reflected. The church brought

on

iiiinistries,

the

and

several fiiU-time program

staff during the decade to facilitate the ministries. The interviews reflected the need of

support staff to enable the program staff to carry
The consistent

Dawson

was

gave

insight

I interviewed the

movmg to

a new

into

was

campaign to

build

church. 1

moving, but also

a

a new

built

on

who

they

were as

after

church

was

people

that

by the

were

church's

raised for

me

they announced that Mike

was

sanctuary. What I found

having numerous pastors,
the

questions

expected for them to

resolve that the church

decades of growth, while

some

laity at Aledo

apprehensive regarding their fiiture because the
funds

the ministries.

of the church from 1970-1989, followed

growth

rapid growth from 1990-1999,
by the interviews.

on

be

deeply disappouited

in the middle of a

was

and

capital

disappouitment that Mike

moving forward. Evidently three
gave the church

of God, not who their pastor

an

identity that was

was.

TABLE 4.4

1990-1999 STATISTICAL INFORMATION FOR ALEDO UMC

Sunday
Membership Worship School Total
1990

402

125

85

612

1991

448

137

103

688

1992

486

153

117

756

1993

526

204

139

869

1994

559

206

137

902

1995

609

208

149

966

1996

661

215

160

1997

686

262

176

1998

783

337

206

1999

888

386

236

1,036
1,124
1,326
1,510

Staff

57,501
63,093
72,984
66,641
69,567
72,999
78,128
95,248
114,413
170,573

Ministries

Facilities

$5,614

$19,234

5,842
8,832
8,787
11,153
8,762
10,127
10,073
21,660
31,493

12,895
29,895
30,922
52,697
51,781
17,828
54,002
41,439

500

Debt

$99,842
94,667
90,000
81,000
75,863
57,730
50,005
40,553

31,729
256,593

Total

$123,820
141,624
149,894
165,085
172,979
199,442
205,724
199,340
289,935
388,110
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History of White's Chapel United Methodist Church
White's

Chapel

UMC

was

founded in Southlake, Texas in 1 871

.

Southlake

was a

small town located about twenty five miles northwest of downtown Fort Worth. For
decades the town
and

was a

was a

rural

a

engine

The church refl-ected the

conmiunity

small church for many decades.

In the 1980s the

built

farming community.

community began to

grow. Dallas Fort Worth

airport had been

decade earlier about ten miles from Southlake. The

airport became the

of the area, and Southlake

farming community to

was

transforming

from

a

economic
an

upscale residential community.
The church

grow with the

began to

community and

grew at

a

rate of nearly 300

percent in the 1980s. Dale Rider was the pastor for the decade and concluded his

ministry at

White's

Robert

Chapel by building

Cavanaugh

a

three hundred-seat sanctuary.

retumed to White's

Chapel

for

a

in 1991 but left in 1992. John McKellar who still remains

During the

1990s the

population in a three-mile

community

area

as

following Dale

the pastor followed him.

continued to grow at

a

rapid pace.

The

arovmd the church grew from 15,883 to 36,789,

increase of 131.6 percent. 91.8 percent of the
Area

second time

Summary 185). Today the

town is

a

population is

residential

white

an

(North Texas

3 Mile

community with little trace

of its

agricultural heritage.
The church

projects during

completed four capital

this time

expanded three times
family life

so

fund

campaigns and four major construction

period. The sanctuary built to
that it

center have been

now

seat three hundred has been

seats nine hundred. An education

building and a

buih, and the existing education space has been remodeled.
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Hundreds of parking places have been added.
Interviews

at White's

Chapel

UMC

The interviews included the pastor and six
hold

important leadership positions

lay people

who have held

in the church. This included the

man

or

ciirrently

who has been

chair of the administrative council for ten years.
The most

powerful insight

other churches studied, risk

was

Chapel

always mentioned,

Chapel's concept of risk taking.

developers.

from White's

but

was

nothing compared to

developer lives

a

in

financially.

captured this

forward of die. There is just

urgency to do it well

person said, "It is just money,

we are

talking

attitude. John

about

White's

residential

or

is the

laity interviewed spoke

The church has lived

Two moments in the interviews

were

risk. In the

building a speculation home

attitude that has carried this church. John and several of the

an

willingness to

Several of the leaders interviewed

The risk with which

the risks the church has taken

its

on

the

"It

said,

it crashed

people's souls.

of

edge financially.

was

either go

financially."

A

lay

So it is worth the

risk."
The church

purchased the vacant land adjacent to

has grown from four to
up for sale but

twenty-five

acres.

approached the owners

its

original site. The

The church did not wait for the property to go

about the

possibility of purchasing the

kept the church fi-om competing with development companies
developer who
was

vital

was

interviewed said the church

to the fiiture

paid for the

land is

of the church

so

it

campus

was

in

overpaid for the

land. This

acquiring the land.

The

land each time, but it

worth the cost. He also said that the

price

nothing compared to its worth today.

The church built to sustain

growth four times during the

1990s.

They have the
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concept of build fu-st, and then add staff and finally programs. They believe having
construction is

staff in

place

as soon as

staff in

place

allowed the church to

people

have the

The church

so

responsibility to
counting

was

they wanted to

nervous.

was

The

at a

move

for the

new

vitally important. Having that new

people who

build programs and systems to
new

viewed

mounting

how vital the

rapid pace; however,

as a

non-issue
saw

debt

staffing

first in

in

building

as a

Residential

ability to

incur

wave

people.

project was

but it made John very

more

debt has been to allow the church to grow

he lives with the fear that the debt could drown the church.

as

quickly and

construction to this

as

felt

timing was

leadership

concern over

important at White's Chapel.

cheaply as possible. Every building, except
seen as a

point has been residential,

is easier to

quickly outweighed the

new

debt and how it limits the staff and ministries of the church. He

grade construction

construct. The

for the

The staff

tool to contuiue to grow. John feels the

the 2,500 seat sanctuary under construction, has been

Consequently all

care

come.

anticipation of construction.

by the laity interviewed,

The attitude towards the type of construction is very

They believe

would

people to help pay for the facility just constructed,

forward with the

laity in essence

pressure of the

recognizes

the

care

is

do whatever possible to retain them. If a construction

delayed, they would
Debt

on

completed

new

the

design,

less

disposable building.
not

expensive to

commercial

grade.

build and faster to

crucial. The unportance of obtaining space

quality,

so

that the church could stay

on

the

of growth.
The interviews revealed that the church is staff led and staff run. John said,

"There

are

about 10

key leaders

in the church

have great wisdom. But other than

we

listen to every word

they say, for they

those, the staff leads and runs the church." Several of
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those

leaders

key

-Tolin's "egoless"

were

leadership

believe that John's
church's

included in the interviews.
and his

leadership

others.

willingness to delegate leadership to

and the

outstanding .church

staff are the

keys

They

to the

growth.

In

responding to

the

question of what had hindered the

it

was

a

typical United Methodist Church,

hanging

on

to certain staff members too

flexible entrepreneur, to

serve

those staff members could not
recent years has been to

excellent pay.

and

He

long.

requires

a

produce

bring seminary

They believe the

as

excellent pay

John said

idea that this is not

hiring

on

a

He said until he understood

staff people.

the church needed. The

students

growth,

particular style of personality,

effective in

not

was

church's

expressed the

effectively at White's Chapel.

the type of staff person needed he

different

admiration for

They expressed great

Consequently,

practice

of staffmg in

staff, train them, and retain them with

produces tremendous

results. This is

a

very

understanding than their facility philosophy.

When John arrived at White's

the church's

growth.

He

given priority in terms

excellent

youth and

sense

a

would be

key to

worship

is

seen as

the

developed

The

key.

laity

spoke glowingly of worship and John's leadership in worship.
a sense

that the

congregation. They felt that many aspects

midst doing

worship

of space, money, and staff. The church has

children's programs, but

Those interviewed held

in another

he believed that

said, "Worship is the bread and butter." Consequently worship

has been

interviewed all

Chapel,

the

Spirit of God was moving in their

of the church's

growth could

be

growth was beyond explanation. They believed that

great work.

explained,

God

was

but

in their
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White's

Chapel Statistical Summary

During the

decade White's

1248.4 percent,

membership

504.1 percent,

worship

total

620.3 percent.

During the

growth

membership

1 1.2 percent,

worship

same

White's

following growth rates:

Sunday school

386.3 percent, and

period the conference's growth rates were:

10.8 percent,

growth 9.3 percent. Of the five churches
percentage and numerical growth

the

Chapel experienced

in the

Sunday school -2.8 percent,

study.

White's

Chapel

and total

had the

highest

rates.

Chapel Percentage Growth

Rate

vs.

Conferernce

1400
1200
1000
800

I Q White's Chapel

600

I � Conference

400
200
0
-200

worship

Membership

Sunday

Total

school

Figure 4.5
WHITE'S CHAPEL UMC AND CENTRAL TEXAS CONFERENCE
PERCENTAGE RATE OF GROWTH FOR 1990-1999

The rate of White's

percent

Chapel's grov^h in expenditures nearly exceeded

in each category. Staff expenditures increased

expenditures increased by

1000

by 974.9 percent, ministries

1975.5 percent, and facilities

expenditures increased by

1 190.2
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percent. This compares to increases in

expenditures

in the conference of staff 53.1

percent, ministries 78.4 percent, and facilities 103 percent.

White's

Chapel Percentage Growth

in

Expenditures vs. Conference

2500

2000

1500

?White's

Chapel

� Conference
1000

II

500

0
staff

ministries

facilities
.1

�

Figure 4.6
WHITE'S CHAPEL UMC AND CENTRAL TEXAS CONFERENCE
PERCENTAGE RATE OF GROWTH OF EXPENDITURES FOR 1990-1999

One of the features that allowed White's

long time is
was

its

ability to

evident in the

ministries that
That

coimect to

people's

Chapel to grow at such

lives. The excellence of the

study of historical documents. The

coimect

people's

expenditures

on

church has built

ministries
The

at the

rapid pace for a

programming

outstanding

lives to God and each other.

ministries grew

more

rapidly than staff and facilities was not

reflected in the interviews. This rapid percentage growth may reflect
on

a

begiiming of the

a

lack of spending

decade.

analysis of variance determined

a

difference in the

mean

for each variable
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across

the church for the decade but not for individual years. The data used in this
does

analysis

of 0.0001. A

the

impact

upon the

from

come

normal distribution. The test for

a

multiple regression analysis

variables of membership,

Using membership

and debt

and total

as

the variable,

expenditures was

(P>F=0.0304)

Using worship
and total

expenditures

were

as

a

a

school

model

model

calculated with

P>F=0.1440, but it exhibits

Using Sunday

as

facilities, and total expenditures
was

White's

and

Sunday

a

an

was

to

study

school attendance.

containing staff, debt, ministry,
an

of 0.9919. Staff (P>F=.0010)
of 0.05.

R^ of 0.9790. Staff (P>F=.0012)

Ministry was

minor influence

a

had

model

calculated with

on

total

not

was

statistically significant

growth in this

model.

containing staff, debt, ministry,
an

R' of 0.9107. Staff (P>0.0001)

statistically significant at the alpha level of 0.05.
Using the total

for

worship, Sunday school,

and

membership

as

model, containing staff, debt, ministry, facilities, and total expenditures
with

p value

containing staff, debt, ministry, facilities,

of 0.05.

the variable,

Chapel

a

expenditures

statistically significant at the alpha level

the variable,

was

a

worship,

calculated with

statistically significant at the alpha level
with

performed for

of the variables staff, ministries, facilities, debt, and total

dependent

facilities,

was

normality yielded

an

R^ of 0.9850. Staff (P>F=.0057)

0.05. Debt

influence

was

on

not

was

statistically significant

statistically significant with a P>F=0.0852,

total in this model.

the variable

was

at the

a

calculated

alpha level

but it exhibits

a

minor

of
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TABLE 4.5
MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR WHITE'S CHAPEL UMC
SUNDAY
MEMBERSHIP WORSHIP

SCHOOL

TOTAL

R'

0.9919

0.9790

0.9107

0.9850

STAFF

0.0010

0.0012

0.0001

0.0057

MINISTRY

0.1440

FACILITIES
DEBT

0.0304

0.0852

TOTAL

The
This

importance

corresponds

to retain

people

well with the church

is reflected in this

What is

surprising

significant variable.
expenditures

capital

fiind

on

of staff found in the

is that

being staff led and run.

expenditures

facilities and land.
and

a

on

a

church has given

ministries

as

to

being

staffing

as a

so

emphasis through four

much about the

importance

The church had to

provide

analysis
areas

is

interesting

in that ministries

of expenditure. This presents

an

multiple regression analysis would view

component part of the growth of the church. The emphasis the

ministries hi its
more

on

growth.

situation. The interviews and
one

much

significant factor.

experienced the largest percentage growth of the

simply

so

and talked

That ministries do not show up in this

as

surprising.

degree reflects the delayed impact of

building projects,

space, but facilities did not drive the

ministries

emphasis

facilities do not show up

They have placed

space, that I had assimied this would be

interesting

Their

is not

analysis.

Debt does, which to

campaigns

multiple regression analysis

significant.

budget and the historical

documents would

place

of
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TABLE 4.6

1990-1999 STATISTICAL INFORMATION FOR WHITE'S CHAPEL UMC

Sunday
School

Membership Worship

Staff

Total

$61,537
48,559

1,060
1,440
1,790

28,354
48,625
82,805
132,814

$0 $159,482
479,094
134,088
145,808
409,770
398,567
191,603
296,940
383,110
438,777
594,076

2,479
3,277
4,099
5,121

223,885
286,920
403,409
591,245

37,391
91,849
170,651
143,711

161,536
521,690
813,580
793,943

572,925
1,887,735
2,391,678 1,133,631
3,453,025 1,713,443
3,684,758 2,185,650

126

95

711

1991

492

154

72

718

1992

535

180

60

775

1993

648

302

110

1994

817

456

167

1995

1,045

564

181

1,454
1,868
2,373
2,960

752

273

1,043
1,359
1,699

366

1997
1998
1999

History

367
462

�

of First United Methodist Church of Mansfield

Fu-st United Methodist Church of Mansfield

(FUMC)

was

founded in 1891.

Mansfield is located about fifteen miles southeast of Fort Worth. For years it
rural

farming community. During the

transformation from
some

industry but

is

a

decade of the 1970s, Mansfield

small rural town to

becoming

preceding the study saw growth in the church.
percent in the 1970s. The church constructed
this decade. This sanctuary

was

the

saw

the

family life center that included a gym,
in the 1980s

tiny

began a slow

suburb of Fort Worth. The

came

a

fairly constant

city has

The church had
a

size. The two decades

a

growth rate

was

a new

sanctuary was

remodeled into education and office space.

growth rate of 95 percent.

education space, and

during the tenure

of 40

sanctuary and education building during

principal place of worship until

and the old sanctuary

The decade of the 1980s

growth

a

was a

primarily a bedroom community.

Prior to the 1970s, the church remamed

completed in 1999,

Total

Debt

$6,924
8,623
6,423
10,056
21,515
27,745

490

1996

Facilities

Ministries

$55,003
52,942
64,149
72,442
90,146
155,603

1990

more

The church added

parking.

a

Much of the

of John Fielder, who served June 1987
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through June

1993.

Three pastors served FUMC in tlie 1 990s. The first pastor served
June

1993, the second through

1995, and the third, Mike Ramsdale, continues

pastor. The first and third pastors

experienced

a

through .Tune

saw

significant growth

to

serve as

in the church; the second pastor

plateau in the growth.

Interviews of Mansfield UMC

The interviews

lay people.

Several

at

FUMC Mansfield included the pastor, Mike

major

Facilities and land

issues
were

arose

adjoins the

church. This

was

necessary space to build the

and six

during the interviews.

mentioned

decade. The first of these decisions

Ramsdale,

was

to

done in the

repeatedly
purchase

early

as

an

pivotal turning points during the

eleven-acre track of land that

1990s. The additional land

parking, sanctuary,

and missions

provided the

facility that were completed

in 1997-1999.
In the time frame of 1997-1999, the church went

construction
made

phases

of a

new

during this project.

starting their capital

fimd

financial risk they took

through the design

and

sanctuary and missions facility. An interesting decision

The church borrowed money to build

campaign

during the

a

parking lot before even

for the sanctuary. Mike said this

decade.

was

was

the

biggest

They believed the $250,000 borrowed for the

parking would result in continued growth. They added the parking before adding
building
to

space

so

they

could

use

their facilities

continue to grow in 1997-1998 while

more

efficiently. This

allowed the church

waiting for the completion of the sanctuary in

1999.
The

completion of the sanctuary was repeatedly mentioned.

The sanctuary
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increased worsliip space from three hundred

to 750 seats. The immediate

increase of average worship attendance of 140 from 1998

by the

new

pushed the

sanctuary

Two

church

over

the 100 percent

was

growtli spurred

growth rate

for the decade.

adding

a

full-time

youth and children's

vital. Mike and several others interviewed felt these two additions

allowed the church to

Mansfield

was an

became apparent. Mike said the decision to hire

insights regarding staffing

fiill-time staff "where the rubber meets the road,
ministers"

That

to 1999.

impact

develop outstanding ministries that were

community. They hired the

effective in

program staff first and have

now

reaching the

filled in around

them with support staff.
The second

insight was

in the type of staff hired. Mike said

they have

learned to

hire "the best staff regardless of salary, instead of hiring what could be afforded." He felt

that in

paying

extra for

an

benefits. He cited several

picked out those
In the

The

Wesley

includes

a

same

area

examples

a

as

was

mission

serves as

a

great difference in the church.

mentioned most often

the hub of FUMC s

money is then used to

trips around

having made

for social service

has become self-fimded with the thrift

$300,000. This

reaped tremendous

the

was

ministry that has greatly expanded over the

shop, and housing

Mansfield, and it

staff member, the church

of when the church did this. Others interviewed

staff members

of ministry what

Center is

thrift

outstanding

now

ministry outreach program. The program
annual income of over

help the poor in Mansfield,

mission director. While the church has

last decade. It

agencies that help the poor in

shop having a gross

the United States and into

Wesley Center.

fund

a

variety of

Mexico, and pays the salary of a full-time

outstanding worship, children,

and

youth

is what the church is known for in the community. The
programs, this outreach ministry
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Wesley Center

draws visitors to the

through volunteering
The

church, who

then connected to the church

are

in the Center.

decision that may have hindered the

one

growth

of the church is the

transformation of the 9:45 service from traditional to contemporary in

is still in the process of doing this but is
and several of those interviewed

experiencing

a

The church

strong negative reaction. Mike

concemed about the

were

style.

continuing negative impact

of

this decision.
Minimal

from

one

concern was

right thing,

was

reinforced

Statistical

three-mile

mile

right now,

typical reaction

things,

and the

of debt said, "If you go into debt and build
I don't

care

how much it is." This attitude

of borrowing money to build

parking. They

and the church continued to grow.

of Mansfield

of Mansfield

around the church

in 1999. This is

area

church

right thing,

community

area

speaking

through the experience

Study

The

Mike in

him."

borrow that money

borrowed for the

people

church's debt. A

person interviewed was, "Mike is very cautious about those

congregation trusts
the

expressed regarding the

a

saw a

growth rate

summary of 601 Pleasant

growth rate

experienced rapid growth during the
increase from 14,974

of 90.6 percent

Ridge Dr).

This

or an

1990s. The

in 1990 to 28,355

people

increase of 13,481

growth rate was

people (3

exceeded

by the

of 107.7 percent.

In 1990 this church

membership was 1,134,

was

the

average

largest church of any included

worship was 497,

and

275. So while the percentage of growth may not be

study, they were significant for a church

Sunday

at the

in this

study.

The

school attendance

was

levels of other churches in the

this size. Other than White's

Chapel,

this church
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was

the

largest at the

88.9 percent,

end of the decade. The

Sunday school by

membership rose by

95.3 percent, and total

1 19

expenditures by

This compares to the conference rates of membership 11.2 percent,

Sunday

school -2.8 percent, and total

expenditures

percent, worship by
107.7 percent.

worship 10,8 percent,

9.3 percent.

FIGURE 4.7

MANSFIELD UMC AND CENTRAL TEXAS CONFERENCE

PERCENTAGE RATE OF GROWTH FOR 1990-1999

Mansfield

was

the

increases for the decade

952.7 percent. These

largest church studied in terms

were

of expenditures in 1990. The

staff 246.4 percent, mitidstries 457.6 percent, and facilities

compared to the conference

increases of staff 53.1 percent,

ministries 78.4 percent, and facilities of 103 percent.
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Mansfield's Percentage Rate of

Expenditure

Growth

vs.

Conferrence

1200

1000

800
? Mansfield

600

I

Conference

400

200

Staff

Ministries

Facilities

FIGURE 4.8
MANSFIELD UMC AND CENTRAL TEXAS CONFERENCE

PERCENTAGE RATE OF GROWTH OF EXPENDITURES FOR 1990-1999

The

across

of variance determined

does

of a 0.0001

.

come

A

from

a

difference in the

normal distribution. The test for

multiple regression analysis

was

Using membership

as

statistically significant

significant at the

model.

was

at the

and

worship,

the variable,

facilities, and total expenditiires
was

mean

for each variable

a

a

expenditures

had

attendance.

containing staff, debt, mmistry,

calculated with

0.05 level, it exhibits

and total

Sunday school

model

alpha level

normality yielded a p value

performed for FUMC Mansfield to study

impact of the variables staff, ministries, facilities, debt,

upon the variables of membership,

not

a

the church for the decade but not for individual years. The data used in this

analysis

the

analysis

of 0.05.

an

R^ of 0.9563. Staff (P>F=0.0498)

Although staff (P>F=

minor influence

on

membership

0.0793
in this

) is
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Using worship
and total

as

the

expenditures was

variable,

a

calculated with

statistically significant at the alpha level
significant at the

0.05 level, it exhibits

Using Sunday

school

as

facilities, and total expenditures
was

model

a

of 0.9629.

a

of 0.05.

a

Ministiy (P>F=.006] )

was

Although facilities (P>-F=0.1728)

minor influence

the variable,
was

containing staff, debt, ministry, facilities,

model

calculated with

on

membership

is not

in this model.

containing staff, debt, ministry,
a

R^ of 0.9372.

Ministry (P>0.0001)

statistically significant at the alpha level of 0.05.
Using the

model

total of worship,

Sunday school,

containing staff, debt, ministry,

0.9633.

Ministry (P>0.0167)

Although

staff (P>F=0.131

influence

on

membership

was

1) is

and

membership as the variable,

facilities and total

was

calculated with

statistically significant at the alpha

not

significant at the

0.05

a

a

R^ of

level of 0.05.

level, it exhibits

a

minor

in this model.

TABLE 4.7

MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR MANSFIELD UMC
MEMBERSHIP

WORSHIP

SUNDAY SCHOOL

TOTAL

0.9563

0.9629

0.9372

0.9633

0.0061

0.0001

STAFF

0.0498

MINISTRY

0.0793

0.1311
0.0167

0.0728

FACILITIES
DEBT

TOTAL

What is

interesting about the muhiple regression analysis for

of significance of facility. Those interviewed spent

of the

new

sanctuary

on

the

growth of the

Mansfield is the lack

significant time assessing the value

church. The

same

value

was

not found in the
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analysis.

Several

interviews
the

possible reasons

conducted in May 2001

were

This

.

places

by

three hundred and the

interviews may reflect
A second

the

facility was

and ministries.

credited. The

Perhaps

the

importance given to

significant reasons

analysis

while the

affirmed this
and the

parking

grow, the ministries and staff are what drove the

rubber meets the road" thus

Center, the church became

visible, but the

wave

creating

a

was

not

a

growth, yet not as often

opinion of the importance

of staff

sanctuary gave the church

room

growth. By hiring

struggled.

the

ministry and

to

staff "where the

developing the Wesley

staff
is

the church had six pastors. Some of the pastors

What is

interesting

is that

even

in the years where the

good fit and the church struggled, the number of people participating

remained fairly steady. This characteristic would suggest

church that

during

experienced over the period of 1980-1999

noteworthy. During those twenty years,

was

for the

excellent ministries and

The rate of growth this church

pastor

new

staff and ministries

magnet in its community. The large facility is what is

the church rode

flourished while others

attendance

sanctuary is feeling "too small." Thus the

new

said to be

were

worship

average

outside of the time studied.

experiences

possible reason is

the interviews. These

The first is that the

the interviews fifteen months after

period study of statistics. During those fifteen months

has grown

as

explain this discrepancy.

may

were

not revealed in the interviews or historical

ownership of the church by the laity.
church continues

qualities

even

The

a

It

laity

of the

might indicate

depth of commitment of the laity means

when the pastor is not

church. When this church has

study.

about the

a

pastor who is

an

the

good match because they know it is their
a

good fit, it flourishes.
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TABLE 4.8
1 990-1 999 STATISTICAL INFORMATION FOR MANSFIELD UMC

Sunday
Membership Worship
1990
1991

1992
1993
1994

1995
1996
1997

1998
1999

1,134
1,203

275

535

311

slow decline
had

Ministries Facilities

1,906 $117,537
2,049 142,779
2,169 195,895
2,129 218,480
2,264 194,282
2,400 194,111
2,836 225,331
3,084 277,682
2,973 305,587
3,959 407,102

382,365
423,795
540,053
546,668
549,974
591,804
719,968
77,965
406,786
677,798 1,025,813
86,857
815,270 2,049,591 1,601,719
105,653 1,459,263 2,275,789 2,558,839

262
313

532

303

654

397

710

406

793

479

939

537

History

of Bosqueville United Methodist Church

United Methodist Church

through the

begun to decline
current

was

were

1960s and 1970s until it

in the

area

the

heyday

was

worship

part of a

attendance in

of the church, and it

era:

began a

farming

community.

"They assumed their

They forgot to

children moved away, and the members died, there

as a

closed in 1982. Cotton

pastor, Lynn Willhite, spoke of that

average

largest average

and few jobs held young adults in the

children would grow up and continue the church.

an

founded in the 1850's

The church reached its

hundred. But the 1950s

Total

$18,947 $138,620 $976,000
24,168
135,176
935,276
31,471
135,400
964,418
25,768
117,526
938,284
32,260
113,000
817,061
20,692
129,731
857,200
50,928
194,048
790,216

487

one

church declined to

Debt

297

farming community.

Bosqueville' s

Staff

521

Bosqueville

the 1950s with

Total

475

1,351
1,392
1,464
1,565
1,785
1,968
2,180
2,483

small cotton

School

497

was no one

to

reach out,

so

when the

replace them."

The

of eight and the conference determined to close

the church.
One of the

remaining members, Albert Cobbs,

was

determined not to let the

church die. His family had given the land for the church. For eight years he maintained
the

property, refusing to

turn over the

keys to the conference. During those years

weddings

help

and occasional

community

of Church Growth and

the church

were

Development

were

held in the

was

of the Central Texas

were

Fifteen

people,

Bosqueville

who lived in the

came

area

that

another church in the area, and
friends left with him.

Bosqueville

environment in which it

region
make

was

sure

not

area.

Lyim

followed him in

was

emerged

While

this

came

family and

back to life in

closed. In the interviews the

in the

some

on

region,

growth

changed

but

is in the

over

Bosqueville

region,

my fust visit.

Thus, in

an

nearly the

long-time residents spoke

this

hidden and difficult to find. 1

people m previous years,
on

Gene's

the pastor.

around the church had

I could find the church

One influence

Bosqueville UMC,

Bosqueville.

about this church is that it

growing and remains

could not attract

as a

with him to start the church. Gene moved in 1992 to

area

roads and sub divisions have
isolated island in the

chartered

UMC

thing

of how little the immediate

appointed to

UMC. Gene had about twenty family and friends

Lynn has remained as

The remarkable

same

tlie doors of

was

they chartered

who had been members of the "old"

became part of the "new"

was

held that fall and the church

in 1991. Church got started in the fall of 1990. A year later

Interviews at

Conference,

pastor at nearby Lakeview UMC,

1990. The first services

congregation.

In 1990 with the

facility.

reopened.

Rev. Gene Moore, who

Bosqueville in

events

the years. New
continues to be

an

specific part of the

was

sent

a

map to

environment in which it

it did in the decade studied.

growth that is

not reflected in the

financial numbers is the

support of Church Growth and Development of the Central Texas Conference. From
June 1990

through 1995, Church Growth and Development

gave this church

a

total of
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This money allowed the church to have

$80, 1 00.

smaller church in

mentioned

two-point charge.

a

repeatedly by the

gave full attention to the

vital to the
has

seven

interviews

part-time staff in

importance

of having

being pivotal to

leaders. He understands what

growth of Bosqueville is the

happened to

sees

time and money to

the church succeed. He has not

been

a

dream for him,

also

was a

which

was

Lyrm's

growth. Lynn

She believes that staff is
now

was

a

guide

new

and train

leadership

happen again.
risk. He has

was

not

The second birth

given tremendous

sought to manipulate

fear when she first to

new

or

control

Bosqueville. Instead,

he has

great supporter and cheerleader for Lynn and the church.
Another influence in the

new

was

determination of Mr. Cobbs.

the church when

of Bosqueville, while it

happened,

the church's

his role to

insure it does not

sought out and developed and wants to

what has

full-time pastor

and thus has added staff over the years. The church

official office in the church but

help

a

addition to the full-time pastor.

A second force in the

no

as

full-time pastor and not be the

congregation and the church grew.

growth of a church

Today he has

The

a

church that is not present in

might otherwise

growth may have
a

dying

been the energy and excitement in

church. That excitement draws

go elsewhere. Several of those interviewed

of the church because

they heard a new

for many years and had

never

church

was

considered the "old"

interviewed spoke of feeling called by God

came

people who

in the first few weeks

forming. They had lived in the
Bosqueville

area

church. Yet two of those

to serve in this "new" church.

Evidently

in those first few years to

give the church a sense

of energy that

Of the churches I studied, this is the

only one that is nearing

or

enough responded

a

kept it

moving forward.
has reached

a
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plateau

as

where it

it entered the

can

community.
doing

new

decade. My

sense

well. What

out of a recent

came

laity's happiness that this

planning process

chiirch is to add central air and heat to the

point is remarkable,
its

Study

The
Waco

area.

The

begins

for the

or

area

area

membership

was

changes

is included in the total

grew from

housing developments during the

This

for the

in how it views

current size.

189,123

to

24,394 people (Texas Census). The one-mile

of Bosqueville grew

fifty people

growth rates of worship,
.

fiindamental

some

beyond its

Bosqueville

During the 1990s, this

in 1990 when

of 1 99 1

much

major step

Bosqueville

population

12.90 percent
saw no new

at

move

the next

as

church is alive and

That the church has gotten to this

facility.

but it will have to make

ministry and mission to

Statistical

comfortable, and its size fits the

maintain itself. The church feels
The interviews reflected the

is that the church has reached the size

were

population of the

213,517,
area

an

around

increase of

Bosqueville

decade.

by a rate of 154 percent. This growth

part of the second chartering of the church. The

53.7 percent, and

Sunday school,

the first year that records

were

13.8 percent,

The total

kept.

began

growth rate

in the year

for the

decade, 386 percent, is drawn from the 1990 numbers. Those numbers included fifty in

membership and zero
the

same

for

worship

period was membership

percent, and total 9.3 percent.

and

Sunday school.

1 1 .2 percent,

The conference

worship

10.8 percent,

growth rate during

Sunday school -2.8
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Bosqueville's Percentage

Rate of Growth

vs.

Conference
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FIGURE 4.9

BOSQUEVILLE UMC

AND CENTRAL TEXAS CONFERENCE

PERCENTAGE RATE OF GROWTH FOR 1990-1999

The
to

reporting system of Central

churches by Church Growth and

determine

a

church's

apportiormients

on

Texas Conference does not include money

Development.

apportionments.

The

reported numbers are used to

The conference does not want

money from Church Growth and

given

Development.

a

church to pay

This money is not

accounted for in the records reported by the church and used for the Conference joumals.
The church has not

kept accurate financial

records from the

to use what was in the joumal. One resuh was

salaries. While they have grown

the

early 1990s,

so

I

was

forced

extraordinary rate of growth for

significantly, the Church Growth money used for
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salaries in the first part of the decade

began to pay part of the salary
The

same case

Church Growth and
These

its

expenditures

own

money
This

a

on

its

not reflected in those years. When the church

was

own

in 1 992, the result

could be built around the

Development
are

area

dramatic increase.

of facilities. The church used

money in 1990-1991 to

not reflected.

was a

bring the facility up

Consequently when the

church did

some

to date.

begin spending

tremendous percentage increase is the result.

reporting system would

rate of expenditure

growth

for

seem

to decrease

Bosqueville.

the

significance

Their rates of growth

of the percentage

were

staff 6729. 1

percent, ministries 483.8 percent, and facilities 1532.5 percent. These compared

to the

conference rates of staff 53.1 percent, ministries 78.4 percent, and facilities 103 percent.
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FIGURE 4.10

BOSQUEVILLE UMC

AND CENTRAL TEXAS CONFERENCE

PERCENTAGE RATE OF GROWTH OF EXPENDITURES FOR 1990-1999

The

across

analysis of variance determined a difference in the mean for each variable

the church for the decade but not for individual years. The data used in this

analysis does
of 0.0001

.

A

come

fi-om

a

normal distribution. The test for

a

p value

multiple regression analysis was performed for Bosqueville to study the

impact of the variables staff, ministries, facilities, debt,
the variables of membership^

worship,

and

Using membership as the variable
facilities, and total expenditures
was

normality yielded

was

a

and total

Sunday school
model

had upon

attendance.

contaming staff, debt, ministry,

calculated with

statistically significant at the alpha level

expenditures

an

R^ of 0.8516. Staff (P>F=0.001)

of 0.05. While this R^ is

low, it is still high
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enough to

show

a

Using worship
and total

linear

among the variables.

probable relationship

expenditures

as

the

was

variable,

a

calculated with

relationship among the

school

as

facilities, and total expenditures
so

low

no

linear

relationship

the

model

with

of 0.6653. This R^ factor

an

a

model

calculated with

total of worship,

R^ of 0.8152. This

variables. Staff (P>0.0003)

containing staff, debt, ministry,
an

R^ of 0.4948. This R^ factor

was

was

Sunday school,

on

and

membership

and total

showing a

as

the variable,

a

expenditures was calculated

linear

relationship between the

statistically significant at the alpha level

of 0.05.

TABLE 4.9

MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR

BOSQUEVILLE UMC

SUNDAY
MEMBERSHIP

WORSHIP

SCHOOL

TOTAL

R^

0.8516

0.6653

0.4948

0.8152

STAFF

0.0001

0.0232

0.0003

MINISTRY

FACILITIES
DEBT
TOTAL

a

level of 0.05.

is borderline
was

low

was

among the variables exists. Staff (P>0.0232)

containing staff, debt, ministry, facilities,

an

Ministry (P>F=.0040)

was so

of 0.05.

variable,

was

statistically significant at the alpha
Using the

containing staff, debt, ministry, facilities,

variables is doubtfiil.

statistically significant at the alpha level

Using Simday

model

0.0040
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The statistical

study of the

church

was

reporting system have already been noted.

A

not very

helpful.

study of Table

Some of the flaws in the

4. 1 0 below

points

to other

statistical issues that the church does not have the historical records to correct. One

example

is where the

believe the

membership

of fifty

fifly were the membership

joined that year and numbers

for

and

Sunday

building to

a

Bosqueville
and

self-sufficient

and the "new"

Development.

capitalizing

This

upon this

The

doubt; however, they do point to the

interviews. This church has been transformed from

congregation.
Bosqueville

$80,000

The

was

fifty

school should exist.

steady growth this church has experienced.

accuracy of what exact numbers should be is in

general trend reflected in the

fi-om in 1990. Some of those interviewed

record of the "old" church. Others believe

worship

The statistics do reflect the

came

primary

a

closed

difference between the "old"

the influx of money from Church Growth

gave the church

chance, and they were successfiil in

a

opportunity.

TABLE 4.10

1990-1999 STATISTICAL INFORMATION FOR BOSQUEVILLE UMC

Sunday
Staff

School

Total

50

0

0

50

1991

52

54

29

135

855

1992

62

54

23

139

1993

70

43

29

142

1994

80

47

31

158

1995

89

58

28

175

98

63

32

193
217

Membership Worship
1990

Ministries

$0

1997

110

75

32

1998

130

74

35

239

23,572
23,960
37,536
32,149
39,651
41,434
46,548

1999

127

83

33

243

58,389

1996

Facilities

Debt

Total

$0

$0

$0

$20

1,338
5,315
2,888
1,845
2,629

0

0

2,585
10,346
7,023
14,710
3,300
3,600
3,235
42,199

0

12,980
38,346
54,138
61,853
69,008
72,326
80,461
85,090
162,641

3,301
7,254
5,142
7,811

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
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Summary
The churches
as

were

examined

of Church Studies

individually, however,

certain

key points emerged

trends from the churches.
1

The

.

multiple regression analysis pointed to

conference and the studied churches in
For the

worship.

pointed to
case

the

it

was

case

conference, facility

regards to

was

difference between the

significant variable

significant; whereas, the

in the

area

of

studied churches

staff and ministries. Debt does show up in two of the churches, but in Aledo's
to

buy land,

and in

Campus Drivers

of the two churches that spent millions

debt emerges
2.

the

a

as

case

it

was

to rebuild

during the decade,

a

collapsed roof

neither

facility nor

significant.

Staff is shown to be

a

statistically significant influence

conference and in each church, except for Aledo.

in

growth

in the

In

Diehm 1 1 1

TABLE 4.11

MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR CONFERENCE
AND 'STUDIED CHURCHES
Variable

Bosqueville Campus

Aledo

Dr

Mansfield White's Chapel Conference

Member
Debt

debt

debt

staff

Staff

staff

total

staff

staff

siqnifcant

ministry
total

minor

ministry

worship
significant

ministry

staff

total

debt

debt

ministry

Staff

facility

Ministry

ministry

Staff

facility

ministry
minor

Sunday
School
staff

significant

total

ministry

staff
debt

debt
debt

minor

total
staff

significant

staff

total

debt

debt

ministry

Staff

staff

staff

Debt

facility

ministry
minor

The histories of Aledo, White's

3.

storyline. They were

in rural communities

with their commimities. Each had

having

a

major

4.

were

were

willing to

on

the

and Mansfield have

edge of Fort

experienced at least two

a common

Worth that

began to

grow

decades of growth before

surge of growth in the 1990s.

The pastors

people who

Chapel,

displayed

willing to

take risks.

some common

characteristics.

They were humble

set their own egos aside. In addition to their

humility, they
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The rate of increase in conference

5.

exceeded the rate of total

expenditures

growth.
Inflation for the decade

inflation combined with the
The

expenditures

Texas Conference

The

27.47 percent

rate of total

exceeded this in each

78 percent, and facilities

6.

was

was

membership

growth would net
area.

its

an

Staffmg was

103 percent. This may be

longer pays

no

(Inflation Calculator).

apportiormients

The rate of

increase of 39.3 percent.

53.1 percent, ministries

why

one reason

why the

was

Central

100 percent.

of the conference grew 1 1 .2 percent,

worship grew

1 0.8

percent, yet Simday school declined 2.8 percent. Why would Sunday school be

declining?
debt had

The

analysis

of variance test

points to

significant impact upon Sunday school

one

possible explanation.

for the conference.

the percentage of total

expenditures

32.7 percent in 1999.

By decreasing the percentage of expenditures

was a

the

decline in

Sunday

Staff and

During the

decade

used for staff decreased from 39.9 percent in 1990 to

school. While

membership,

and

on

staffing the

result

worship experienced increases,

growth may have been greater with more emphasis on staff
Several other

explanations

running worship

churches

and

school and the adults attend

Another

are

Sunday

worship.

possible.
school

This

The decline could be

concurrently.

happens

a

reflection of more

The children go to

Sunday

in three of the five studied churches.

explanation might be the church may provide their discipleship training at times

other than
7.

Sunday school.
Debt is not

right reason.

White's

necessarily a barrier for growth if the

Chapel

and Mansfield both

money is borrowed for the

experienced dramatic growth in the

midst of rapid increase of debt load. Both churches felt the increased debt

was
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instrumental in continued growth. During the
increased. The ratio of the conference debt
percent to 1999

Mansfield's and White's

Chapel's. Perhaps the

borrow in ways that facilitated continued
8.

to total

period the

expenditures

The

laity

of the

opinions

together to

lay

and

and

use

of space.

delay as long

as

other and

clergy have ownership

clergy

in every church

The interviews

pulled in the

in

light of

always

Bosqueville

and

Campus

services, and White's

possible the expansion of

same

valued. The

was

that each church followed its

would consider
An

name

analysis

difference in

shows

a

debt is

significant
were

points to

not

a

of Jesus Christ

growth to be

these churches. The

laity

and

clergy worked

laity and clergy worked

particular spending pattern emerged across the

community in the

at

as a

each

direction.

No

and debt,

were

happens

highlighted how the laity and clergy valued

1 0.

11.

in what

facilitate the ministries of the churches. The

team at each church.

This

paled

by maximizing their use.

9.

emerge

from 1990 at 70.76

growth.

The studied churches maximize the

has four services. The churches

facilities

rose

conference churches did not

Drive have two services while Aledo and Mansfield have three

Chapel

conference debt also

Yet the conference's rate of growth

91 .48 percent.

at

same

a core

set of priorities.

Reaching

was an

important value

at these

run on

the combined

from the combined

in three of the four

significant

own

categories

figures

churches. I

of the studied churches

figures of the conference. Facilities

emphasis

or

for the conference. These two, facilities

in any category for the studied churches

difference in the

out to the

value at each site.

of variation

spending

churches. What did

of expenditures

(see Table 4.12).

by the conference compared to
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the studied churches. The studied churches matched increases in

facilities with increases in spending
did not match the increase

on

staffing and

spending on facilities

expenditures

on

ministries. The conference churches

with increases

on

staffmg

and ministries.

TABLE 4.12

MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR CONFERENCE
AND COMBINED FIGURES OF STUDIED CHURCHES

Studied Churches

Conference

total

Membership
Worship
Sunday School

Staff, ministries,
Staff, ministries, total

Facilities

Staff

Debt

Total

Staff, ministries, total

Staff, Facilities

12.

The

Holy Spirit played a vital

role in the

Staff

growth of these

churches felt the presence of God and at times could offer

growth of the
13.

church other than God

was

no

other

explanation to

moving.

The studied churches continued to grow in the first year

study period.

churches. The

beyond the

the
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The

origin of this project can be traced to the rapid growth experienced by Saint

Andrew's United Methodist Church. This
meet

the church's various needs, led to

facilities, staffmg, and programs. The

growth, combined with insufficient income to

some

very difficult decisions in the

purpose of the

study was

of

areas

to examine five churches

in the Central Texas Conference of the United Methodist Church that had doubled in size

during the

1990s to determine how

facilities, staffing, and programs
This multi-case
of data

m

they managed their financial resources

to facilitate further

study included

each of the churches:

a

expenditures.

The

study also

areas

areas

study that examined

seven

categories

school

of staff, ministries, facilities, and total

included on-site visits of each of the churches. The

on-site visits included semi-structured interviews and

an

examination of church records.

Major Findings
The

operated.

study discovered some significant fmdings

The

also uncovered ways in which these churches behaved

regarding the

in

common.

The

study

differently than the churches

Finally the study revealed

some

of

interesting findings

Central Texas Conference.

Finding
common

in terms of how these churches

study uncovered behaviors these churches held

the Central Texas Conference.

#1

.

The histories of Aledo, White's

Chapel,

and Mansfield have

a

storyline.

When I

of

growth.

membership, worship attendance, Sunday

attendance, expenditures of funds in the
armual

statistical

in the

began this study, I thought that Aledo, White's Chapel, and Mansfield
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were

very different in nature. What 1 discovered

They

are

each located in what used to be

Worth that

were

the churches and
had

at least 95

they

small, rural communities

percent Anglo. The metropolitan

are now

experienced growth

how similar their histories

was

surrounded

preceding

area

the

edge

has moved towards

the 1 990s, which included

number of short-term pastorates. While each pastor talked of the difficulties
encountered at the church, these churches have

a

interviewed pastors settled into the church, the

growth

What led to the
events. The continued

explosive growth of the

cultural environment of the 1990s, and the

combined to create the context for the
churches in such

a manner

that

during interviews in which the

no

God's

in the churches, the

God

was

may have

Spirit fell upon these
There

explanation to

they recognized that

# 2. Debt is not

were

the

doing

necessarily a barrier to growth if it

moments

growth other than
great thing that

a

at

staggering.

Mansfield

Chapel

norms

high as spending

went as

m areas

that

Chapel and Mansfield spent on facilities

When the mortgage payment and

went as

is used

growth.

The percentage of income that White's

the

atmosphere

perhaps

person could offer

match the church's vision and facilitate

White's

the

combination of

a

beyond human explanation.

Finding

was

As each of the

1990s may have been

or

large

initially

appointment of the right pastor(s)

growth,

a

soared.

growth was just going to happen.

the work of God. In each church
times is

history of growth.

growth of the communities,

of Fort

of new homes. Each church

by subdivisions

in the two decades

on

are.

capital fiinds receipts

57 percent of mcome

high as 47 percent

listed in the literature. This is

on

in 1998. These

more

were

combined,

facilities in 1999, and

high percentages

than double the average

go

against

spending of 22
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percent for churches in America

(LaRue Money Matters). This figure makes spending

45-55 percent of budget to staff for

does not leave miich balance between facilities, staff and ministries
Ed Mathison

11

was

borrow in such

White's

growth.

Chapel

grew

by 20 percent

percent in 2000. The numerical growth resulted in

White's

Chapel

and

a one

significant balancing
following the spike
grow, but

settings

Finding

They were

was enormous.

was

early Church used homes

maximized the

areas.

or

use

was

a

that

they experienced

in 1999, and Mansfield grew

by

22 percent increase in income for

capitalize
on

upon the

opportunity to

staff and programs to retain the

Yet when taken in the context of the churches'

for

use

worship.

of space.

This allowed them to focus their

None of the studied churches have chosen this model of church

decisions

regarding use

of available space. White's

of their facilities that have

Chapel and

Mansfield

expanded their

plarmed new ones only after they had reached capacity with three Sunday

morning services.
each started

a manner

very effective.

development, yet they have made

decided

able to

#3. The churches maximized the

in other

sanctuaries

suggested by John

of expenditures between staff, facilities, and programs the year

The risk

The

percentage

percent increase in income for Mansfield. Both churches had

in facilities.

and vision, it

resources

a

immediately began placing financial priority

newcomers.

as

a

(7).

What these two churches did

immediate

Such

growth impossible (Berkley 57).

Aledo added

a

third

Sunday

service.

Bosqueville

second service instead of expanding their sanctuaries.

that instead of trying to build

one

and

Campus

Drive

What the churches

facility that could hold the entire

worshipping community in one service, they would use their sanctuaries multiple times.
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The five churches spent millions
as

did if they had

they

on

facilities

attempted to build

to note is that Mansfield and White's

moving

into

single

#4. The

humility

denominator. This
centers on

of the leader

clergy were humble,

risk takers who worked in

of the pastors at these churches

humility gave each of the pastors

working with the laity

was

not the

drivmg

and staff in

was an

partnership

focus of what

was

transpiring

expressed over who got

the church

was

partnership

at the churches

building the church.

was never

was room

united

The best interest

was

what

was

expressed confidence in their gifts

the

and

at their churches.

Yet the

about the leader. Little

concern

taking

credit for past successes, for the focus

clergy. People

The

leadership style.

force in any of the churches; rather it

headed. The consequence

with the

important common

a common

abilities and this confidence influenced the level of risk

in

interesting

did not reduce the number of services upon

best for the church not the pastor. The pastors

was

service. What is

laity.

The

style

a

larger spaces.

Finding
with the

space for

Chapel

but could not have grown

during the decade

for strong

was

always

on

lay leadership to

where

emerge

together in a common cause led these

churches.
The pastors

displayed what Jun Collins would consider "level

5

leadership"

qualities. They were not ego driven, yet they were confident, strong-willed people.
would
the

seem to

bode well for the future of these churches. This

This

leadership style allows

development of other leaders and could ultimately lead to successfiil transitions when

the pastor
move

moves.

While Mike left Aledo

forward with their capital funds

only five months ago, that church

campaign and construction plans

contmues to

for the future.
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The church

was

saddened by Mike's

environment for other leaders

move,

yet his leadership style had created

and carry the

to emerge

an

ministiy forward.

The level of trust expressed by the laity for the clergy and the clergy for the laity
was an

were

important part of this. Accusations

missing

confrol. What

Finding
important value
While

#5.

was

community because the issue

important was the

Reaching

at each

no

6 to make the decision

community in Acts

tables. The twelve trusted the
or

out to the

community

church, yet there

as

the value of sharing the

spending.

These churches
resources to

determined the best

use

in the

was no common

name

priority.

Christ with its

advancing the kmgdom,

was an

to do this.

a

broad

With each church

community,

this

at once, so

places that would generate the biggest retum.

seems

that the

significant is

means

shaped

they

As the twelve

the churches did the

of caring out the

community. Each church had to listen carefully to the calling

the

of Jesus Christ

pattem in how

a common

gospel of Jesus

of their time in

the

ministry rather than

was

recognized they could not do everything

the

serve

with their money.
What

of the

to who would

particular spending pattem emerges through the churches,

holding to

same

questionable motives

or

mission of the church.

pattem did emerge in which the spending reflects

steered their

agendas

from these churches. The level of trust may have been similar to how the

twelve trusted the

power

of hidden

particular direction it chose.

means

of attaining that vision

Each church held fast

spending decisions.

The

So while

was

to that

they all

manifested

had

a

priority varies by

of the

Holy Spirit in terms

similar aim, to share

differently

Christ,

in each location.

callmg year after year in making intentional

budgeting power within the church had to

rest with the vision
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cast

by the Holy Spirit

resources.

for every church has

By maintaining this direction

in

competing groups struggling for
budgeting,

the

congregations

scarce

could build

a

decade-long momentum in one direction.
The churches reflected what Callahan considered

stewardship.

He wrote that such

services in the

a

stewardship

does three

add to the number of households that contribute

with effective

use

responsible theology of
increase missional

things: "(1)

maximize the effectiveness of the local

community, (2)

congregation" (106).

a

financially to

The churches spent the decade

reaching

church, and (3)

the life and mission of the
out to their commimities

of their financial resources, and the consequence

significant

was

growth.

Finding #6. During the decade the
worship

grew 10.8 percent, yet

The

drop

in

Sunday

finding especially with the

comparison with the

Sunday

conference

membership

school declined 2.8 percent.

school attendance for the conference

increase in

membership

studied churches reveals

a

and

worship

ui

to have

a

runs

concurrently with Sunday

greater increase in Simday school than

Aledo may be the only facilities

unexpected

attendance. A

Sunday school

exceeded that of worship. With Mansfield this is somewhat

worship service

was an

different outcome. In two of the studied

churches, Mansfield and Campus Drive, the increase

attended

grew 1 1 .2 percent,

ui

surprising

since their

school. Aledo is the

membership.

completed during the

attendance

decade

are

The

highest

only church

explanation for

used for

Sunday

school.
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FIGURE 5.1

COMPARISON OF GROWTH RATES OF EACH CHURCH AND CONFERENCE IN
AREAS OF MEMBERSHIP, WORSHIP, AND SUNDAY SCHOOL

A number of reasons may exist for the decline of Sunday school in the

conference. The
more

emphasis

do not want to

is

reason

may be that small groups

are

replacing Sunday school. Perhaps

placed on quality worship than on quality education. Perhaps people

give

up 2 1/2 hours to attend

Sunday school and worship

on

Sunday

morning.
One

membership

reason we

have found that

at Saint Andrew's

is the

Sunday school has not grown as

fast

as

worship or

perception of the younger generations who attend
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the church.

They perceive Sunday

school

as

did when

something they

they were

children. They have outgrown that children's program, but they bring their children
attend. Thus the

worship

service that

well for them. The children
no

longer

can

runs

concurrently with Sunday

get what they need, and the adults

for them. Therefore at Saint Andrew's

classes and seventeen small groups. The small groups
to grow in faith in

force

people
The

Christ. If a

into

an

calling

format that is

acceptable.

old mold of faith

accomplish

its

development,

a newer

of the United Methodist Church is to

school that needs to be

Finding #7.

Sunday

was

school

opportunity for people

model

That may need to include

was

adopted.

develop disciples

Bandy remind us that a healthy church

calling (13).

avoid what

At Saint Andrew's instead of trying to

growing conference has declining attendance, it is

amiss. Easum and
to

a

the

provide

school works very

can

have four adult

we

to

is
a

a

of Jesus

sign that something

willing to

familiar

sacrifice

heritage

is

anything

of Simday

rethought.

The studied churches spent their money in

a

different

manner

than

the conference.
The combined
the combined
four

figures

categories

figures of the studied churches

of the conference. Facilities

for the conference. These two

studied churches. Instead staff was
total

or

were

a

debt is

not

significant in all

spending significant in three categories.

show

difference in

significant in three

significant

four

spending from
of the

in any category for the

categories,

with ministries and
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TABLE 5.1
MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR CONFERENCE
AND COMBINED FIGURES OF STUDIED CHURCHES

Shidied Churches

Conference

Membership
Worship
Sunday School

Staff, ministries, total
Staff, ministries, total

Facilities

Staff

Debt

Total

Staff, ministries, total

Staff, Facilities

What this would

maintain

a

seem

to indicate is that the studied

decade of growth because

people's lives.

The

they spent money

expenditures by the

conference

but the conference did not direct money into
and ministries

as

53.1 percent,

on

on

people's

the studied churches. In fact

spending on staff by

Staff

in ways that
facihties

lives

during the

ministries

by

churches

as

touching

significant spending of the

fastest

the lives of people. This may well

growth of these churches
Finding

directly

played

a

affected

role in

growth,

efficiently through

78.4 percent and

growing

able to

staff

decade the conference increased

percent. Much of the significant spending of the conference
while the

were

was on

on

facilities

by

103

providing space,

churches in the conference

explain the difference between

was on

sustained

and that of the conference.

#8. The work of the

Holy Spirit was

central to the

growth of the studied

churches.
The

Holy Spirit

happening.

in what

was

it could

only be the

of the

was

recognized

in the studied

Numerous times it

presence of God that

was

was

Spirit adds an element of mystery to

congregations

as a

vital component

acknowledged during the interviews that

propelling the

church forward. This work

how God works, but it also adds

an

element of
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assurance. It reminds the

body of faith that it is not

faithful and obedient. If they do make
one

greater than them involved who

may not have made
move

perfect

mistalce in

can

still

bring

decisions in every

the church forward. That

held in the church

a

same

planning
about

good.

using only churches

confidence for the

were

church leaders

can

be

Study

apparent during this study. The first limitation was related

study had covered

churches

beyond the geographical

area

of the Central

Methodist,

the

study

provided a broader perspective on the issue.
was

in

studying only rapidly growing congregations.

five other churches in similar contexts, which had not grown

have added

weight to the study.

to measure what

was

occurring

Such

an

addition would have

the churches. This

as

rapidly,

would

provided a different means

within the studied churches.

The third limitation is that much of the information

within the

early

there is

within the Central Texas Conference of the United Methodist

The second limitation

Choosing

The

making,

Spirit to bring about good

Texas Conference and had included churches other than United

would have

decision

today.

Three limitations

Church. If the

or

circumstance, yet the Spirit continued to

Limitations of the

to

all up to them. Their call is to be

gathered was self-reported by

self-reported material represents a biased view of what happened

congregations.
Unexpected

One

Conclusions

imexpected finding involved the tenure

None of the studied churches had

churches had

two

pastors, and

of the pastors in the studied churches.

only one pastor during the decade.

two of the

churches had three pastors

Three of the

during the decade.
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While these churches grew
case

rapidly under the leadership

of each pastor interviewed, these churches

pastor to lead them in
The most
were

more

were

of certain pastors, in the

entirely dependent

not

upon

one

growth.

humble, hard-working,

places they were serving

even

driven pastors.

These

personality of the pastors.

had to do with the

pleasant finding

They were deeply committed to

and did not treat their churches

as

stepping stones to

the

"better"

a

church. On the armual conference level these pastors seldom have called attention to

themselves
church
is

or

was one

one reason

only

the work

they have

of the fastest

done. In

some cases

growing in the

these churches have

conference. I cannot
in

exploded

they were surprised that his/her

growth.

fit the churches very well, but the churches have

The

help but think that this

pastors' gifts

responded to the

and graces not

love and

caastqiitment they have felt from the pastors.
Practical
1

The

.

The
in the

a

vital link in

perspective of a pastor in regards to the

long-term growth of a church.

churches
new

pastor's perspective is

Implications

The pastors

m

growth.
church he/she is
this

study were

they were serving, believed their churches should grow,

appointment move,

and

were

unconcerned

conference. Their motives and desires

they were appointed.
during the

difficuh

These

were

serving
focused

were

not

regarding their positions

to build

is

on

the shortest tenure of any pastor interviewed

difficult times when they could have asked

was

key

link

the local

hoping

for

a

in the

strong, local churches right where

perspectives gave them the courage to take risks

days. While each church had at

a

least two pastors

four years.

to move on to

and

hang

on

during the decade,

They had each experienced

a new

church,

histead, they
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stayed through hard times and buih solid relationships with the congregations. These

growing relationships
The

application

perspective on the
church

or

were

he

becomes

church he

she cast

or

under

a

or

girded

a

very

she is

roving

with trust thai allowed

personal

serving.

one

for

a

even more

pastor to examine his

Is the pastor committed to the

about the conference? The

roving eye

The
church's

deep bond, the

likelihood of a church

taking risks

or

particular

a

deep bond to

diminishes

roving eye may keep the pastor from working through difficult times

history.

congregation,

If a pastor is not

the church may

willing to

never

work

through hard

her

may be

communicated to the current local church in subtle ways that do not allow

form. Without that

risk.

decisions with

greatly.
in

a

a

be able to make decisions that allow it to grow in

an

explosive maimer.
2.

finances vision directed.

Keep

If a church has

a

particular vision to

which it believes God is

operating budget of the church must reflect that vision.
building the annual budget churches often give
voice

demanding the

determining

the focus of a

outward vision
those who

as a

were

a

church headed in the

very

The studied churches

central part of their annual

obvious, but in

always been done, or the

keeps the

church is

the

powerful tool

were

able to

budgeting process while

still

in

keep that
caring for

part of the congregation. When the leadership of the church begins the

process of building

a

budget,

every item needs to be evaluated in

3. The rule of balancing

broken for short

budget of the

congregation.

seems

into what has

most attention rather than what

direction of their vision. The aimual

This

calling it,

spending between facilities,

periods of time.

light of that vision.

staff and ministries

can

be
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At times

a

church may need to

if it is to continue to grow. The literature and

the three

areas

spending

in the

areas

legs need to stay

of facilities, staff, and ministries

overspending

and White's

did this in the

Chapel

of "build it and

most

they

If the

in

was

to balance the

will come" but

to facilitate

like three

growth is

their

legs

to

a

decline in the

properly. However,
necessary. Mansfield

What made this

growth rate.

in

following years

expenditures.
theology of corporate stewardship plays

a

significant role

in

its fiiture.

emphasis

should be
and

on

facilities

significant

factor in

growth in two

on

and total

facilities, but their emphasis

changed people's

lives. The response

on

categories

for the conference.
and

summarized in the

they will

was on

creating ministries

great they had

to

come."

slogan "care for the

doubt that Mansfield and White's

was so

people

expenditures. Spending on facility was

of the four

no

was

The conference tended towards

studied churches focused

theology must be

and they will come." There is

millions

people.

stewardship might be embodied in the slogan "build it

In contrast the studied churches

people

or

people while the

through spending on staff, ministries,

Conference

hope

for several years, the

ability to immediately begin to redhect spending

splitting between facilities

the

a

is built upon

A fundamental difference between the studied churches and the conference

whether the

of

stool. The

of facilities. This must been done not with

through prayerfiil planning that

a

one

experience suggest that

spending had stayed too heavily upon facilities

4. A church's

determining

one area

area

likely result would have been

successfiil

are

of its income in

in balance with each other for the stool to function

in certain situations

experience.

spend a higher percentage

Chapel spent

and missions that

keep building new
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facilities.
The

implication

direct reflection

on

actions reflect the

is that the

maimer

in which

what it values. A church may say it holds

importance

into

church

on

maintenance

spejids

money is

particular value,
theology

a

and missions, yet it

concerns

a

but its

of

unintentionally

The consequence of this

spending patterns that reflect other values.

theology would focus the

a

of that value. A church may have

stewardship that highly values people, ministries,
slips

local church

a

change

in

instead of mission and

outreach issues. While this may not be the intention of the church, it may be very
attractive to the

sustained

people already participating

growth,

it must have

a

in the

theology of stewardship that not only cares

present but reaches outside of its walls. This stewardship

operating budget of the

church and any
What

One

question that remains

churches that have taken

growth.

This future

growth stops

or

on

is what

not taken

on

the

when the

meet

so

growth stops?

with the

hope

increased

a

two-year delay. This

apportionments

Yet these low

heavily indebted churches.

or no

The studied

of continued

rising mortgage payments.

apportionments.

large debts would be able to

slowing growth.

happens

dramatically, how will these payments be

in future expenses is the conference

growing but have

must be reflected in both the

Questions Still Remain?

massive debt have done

system of apportionments has

for those

long-term capital improvements.

growth is anticipated to

slows

If a church is to have

congregation.

If the

met? A second variable

The Central Texas Conference's
means

that

a

church could stop

for the next two years. Churches that have

more

easily handle the financial implications

debt churches have not grown at

This presents

an

interesting dilemma.

of

nearly the rate of
Does

a

church risk
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the future to share Christ now?
A second

question is,

"How

can

rapidly growing

churches handle the

growth and debt?" One of the dilemmas of rapidly growing churches is
afford to build
church is in
situation

we

a

enough without debt to

cycle

of growth and

handle fiiture

more

debt to

have faced at Saint Andrew's. We

debt. When the facilities

are

at

Two years later the mortgage payments

hiring staff and developing the
we are

behalf, but it also
a

way for

a

to

seems

This may be

again.

reflect the

a

now

point where we

our

can

barely afford the
are

problem

reflection of poor choices

church to meet the demand for facilities while

on

mortgage payments

available. The

of White's

experiences

the

by taking

22 percent of income. We

ministries with the money

out of space and must build

Is there

and

the facilities

at the

completed,

are

able to

This has been the

keep expanding

was

being

keep growing,

30 percent of our armual income. We had space to grow but could

building.

our

Thus to

keep growing.

capacity we are just arriving

afford the debt. When the most recent addition
were

growth.

not

of

cycle

Chapel

is

on

and Mansfield.

growing the

church

keeping ahead of the debt issue?
A third

question involves the role

significant growth while
and dedicated

dynamics

some

of these churches

churches in
A final

A second

might be

churches?
a

Spirit.

other churches in similar

laity did not.

special with these

of the

powerfiil

Why

settings

with

study that focused on the

very

revealing.

Was God

does the power of the

manner

question remains

The studied churches had

equally competent pastors
intemal

spiritual

simply doing something

Holy Spirit

seems

to fall upon

but does not upon others?

of what has

happened to these

churches since the

conclusion of the study period of 1999. Each of the five churches has continued

to grow.
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White's Chapel hopes
the midst of a

capital

funds

campaign to build

sanctuary. Aledo has experienced
with

a

funds

capital

of portable
has just

a

an

building and expand the

education

transition in pastors but continues to

campaign for a new sanctuary. Campus

buildings that house

completed

its 2,400 seat sanchiary in March 2002. Mansfield is in

complete

to

visioning

a

an

after school program and

process that set

priorities

move

Drive has added

Sunday

school.

a

new

forward

complex

Bosqueville

for its fiiture.

Conclusion

The idea for this
The church has

growth is

a

basis for the
caused

experienced

tremendous

demands of a

study

grew from my

consistent

blessing,

as

by rapid growth. They
This

found

in such

for the last twelve years. While this

limited

a

resources.

early

a manner

Church

creative way to

study then sought to

in the Central Texas Conference to
resources

pastor of Saint Andrew's.

as

it has fostered the constant tension of dealing with the

it tells the story of the

spurred further growth.

limited

growth

growing congregation with

project

experience

see

how

Acts 6 became the biblical

encountering

respond to

examine five

the

problem

problem that

rapidly growing

they had encountered the

that fostered

a

churches

difficulties of

rapid growth for a decade.

What I found is in many ways similar to Acts 6. The pastors of these churches

welcomed the

participation of the laity in leading the congregations, much as the twelve

opened up new roles
meeting
on

to

of leadership in the

the needs of the

people,

people not facilities. Finally,

as

early

the focus

resources

entrusted

on

these churches

was on

to them

This value

by God.

was on

spending money

both the twelve and the churches had the

proclaim the good news of Jesus Christ.

they used the

Church. The focus of the twelve

drivmg value

shaped who they were

and how
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APPENDIX A
Interview
1

.

You

are

during

serving

one

Questions

of the fastest

the �1990s. Describe for

growing

me

for Senior Pastors
churches in the Central Texas Conference

what the

experience

has been like for you

as

pastor.
2.

As you reflect

3

What decisions did the church make that in

.

church's

4.

on

your

what

experiences,

the

were

pivotal turning points?

hindsight you believe hindered the

growth?

If you had imlimited money, how would you

use

it for this church?

Probing questions:
Is there

something specific

Did this church go

see as

the

key to

your church's

planning process shape the decisions

Was there

a

long-range

How

Does the church have

an

was

it

financial

of this church?

developed?

aimual

budgeting process?

priorities?

What

were

pivotal

decisions made in the

area

of facilities?

What

were

pivotal

decisions made in the

area

of staff?

What

were

pivotal decisions

made in the

area

of ministries?

perspective

on

1990s?

plan included in this?

How does the church determme financial

What is your

growth?

through a long-range planning process during the

If yes ask: Did this

If yes ask:

that you

debt and how it influences contmued

growth?

the
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APPENDIX B
Interview
1

.

How

long have

you been

a

What is your role in this church?

3.

You

during

for

Laity

part of this congregation?

2.

are

Questions

part of one of the fastest growing churches in the Central Texas Conference

the 1990s. Describe for

me

what the

experience has been

like for you to be

member of this church.
4.

As you reflect
church?

5.

What decisions did the church make that in

church's
6.

on

your

experiences,

what

were

the

pivotal turning points

for this

hindsight you believe hindered the

growth?

If you had rmlimited money, how would you

use

it for this church?

Probing questions:
Is there

something specific

Did this church go

that you

see as

the

key to

planning process shape the decisions

Was there

a

Does the church have

an

was

annual

it

of this church?

developed?

budgeting process?

How does the church determine financial

priorities?

decisions made hi the

area

of facilities?

pivotal decisions

made in the

area

of staff?

pivotal decisions

made in the

area

of ministries?

were

pivotal

What

were

What

were

perspective

on

1990s?

long-range financial plan included in this?

If yes ask: How

What

growth?

through a long-range planning process during the

If yes ask: Did this

What is your

your church's

debt and how it influences continued

growth?

a
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